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legeAddress,Cotter announced[ they take ; Also by communicatthe plan to equips each institu-¦7 ing with students from the diftion, with the communicationl. fererit colleges, McArthur feels
technology/A class will be of-: that the learning experiences of
fered at one school,but students. .¦ students can be enhanced.
¦
from the other schools will par-••. . . • ':¦ "The advantages are that it
ticipate in a live conversationi 7 expands the curriculum for
with the class over phone lines, Colby students by making more
and will be able to see one an-¦ available courses ," said
other through video projection. McArthur. "It's no substitute for
Dean of Faculty Robertt conventional kinds of classes.
McArthur said the equipment It's a nice addition to what we
will hopefully be installed thisi already have, another option."
The service will likely also
semester so it can be used on ani:
experimental basis next semes-- include communication for inter / tut not yet for classes. Thej dependent study classes and
first anticipated ITV classes. See LEARNINGon page 4
BY HEBECCA^OLLARD
Staff Writer

Cotter partici pates in
"Hate Speech" debate
^Y JILL MORNEAU
Contributing Writer
Colby President William R. Cotter and President of the American
CiviL Liberties/Union <ACLU)
Nadine Strossen/ engaged in a debate on the issue of "First Amendment Rightson College Campuses"
last Sunday night;. September 21;
Strossen began the debate with a
brief summary; of the views of the
ACLU of the issue on free speech.
Cotter followed with a summary of
his personal views on this subject,
as well as Colby,s policy regarding
free speech. Both candidates agreed
that their views were not extremely
different and Strossen even went so
far as to say she was impressed with
Colby's- policies^ regardin g free
speech. Shefelt Colby "recognized
core free speech values" and called
President Cotter a "respected colleague" rather than an opponent.
Strossen expressed concern with
the issue of "hate speech" on college campuses. The ACLU defends
"hate speech" as a way of expressing an opinion and as a form of free
~
speech.
"In a free society the response
should be to answer back, not by
repressing and making the person
a First Amendment hero,"Strossen
said. ¦ •. / • ' ,; ¦
She also claimed that censoring
"hate speech" does more harm than
good when considering the vital
goals of equality." She explained
that censoring would increase at-

Echo photo by Monttne Bowen
President William Cotter and Nadine Strossen, president of
theAmerican Civil Liberties Union, in last Sunday 's debate.
tention and syrftpathy to bigots, as
Both opponents stated e^dftnples
well;as reinforce/paternal stereo- where students'at other universities and colleges had been expelled
types.^
President Colter futher ex- for using a derogatory term that
plained how first amendment was considered offensive to other
rights apply at Colby. He explained students. In response to this,
that a speech code does not exist, Strossen reminded the audience
and thatf a student can invite any that as a private institution Colby
speaker he or she wishes to speak does not legally have to honor the
at Colby. In addition, any faculty First Amendment. She reminded
member can encourage vigorous us not to take our rights for granted,
debate and challenge stereotypes and to consider the battles other
in his or her classes. Lastly, when campuses fight for rights like ours.
The debate, which lasted close
posters are displayed throughout
the campus, they must leave room to an hour and a half/was relatively
for posters with opposing views. well-attended. Many students left
Cotter explained that Colby cares the debate expressing feelings of
deeply about the security of all empowerment and thankfulness for
members of its community, physi- having the right to exercise the First
Amendment on campus.Q
cally as well as mentally.

Student concerns arise at Residential Life forum
BY LAUREN HOISINGTON
Staff Writ er
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Last Tuesday, September 16, the
Task Force on Residential Life led a
forum cliscussing the possibility
of a senior apartment complex.
The Task Force, in an effort to
research and improve residential
life at Colby, has done extensive
surveying of residential life programs at other colleges and how
Colby students, past and presen t,
would react to the construction of
an exclusively senior housing
comp lex, The goal of the housing
complex is to give seniors the independence they see^ especially
the many students who have spent
tij ne abroad, while still enticing
seniors to live on campus. One of
tlie Win reasons for wanting seniors to stay on camjMs, accordof Government
ing to Pro^
Sandy Maisel, is because it is a

''part of the itiissiori of the Cbfc

lege; part of Colby students education takes place in the residence
halls."
The architect chosen to design
the complex,Mr. Christopher Hill,
from the architectural firm CBT,
the same firm which designed the
Anthony, Mitchell, Schuph building, was also at the forum. Hill
showed students possible designs
and locations for the senior apartments. The estimated cost of the
apartments would be approximatel y four million dollars The
apartments would be located in
the currently wooded areas behind the hillside dorms and would
house about 100 Colby seniors.
The apartments would include a
social room on th e lower level
and their own parking area in
close proximity. There would be
four or five types of housing designs within the complex. A- duplex unit built to house six se.niors, for examp le, would con*
See FORUMori p agti 4
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"Setting Sail" Exhibit to be
showcased at Colby College
Muse um of Art
The Colby College Museum of Art is currently featuring a special
exhibit of ships' portraits, entitled "Setting Sail." The exhibit,which
opened on Wednesday, September 24, will remain on view at Colby
until November 14. " Setting Sail" is a tribute to the late Edward
Turner, a longtime friend and benefactor of the museum. Seven
Maine art museums have contributed paintings for this exhibit.
"' .;, ' / ¦
7. "
(AM)

Human Rights Activist to
speak at Colby

This Sunday, September 28, Henry Wu will speak at Colby at
7:30pm in Lorimer Chapel. Wu is known as one of the most influential
human rights crusaders in the world. Wu's speech, entitled "Human
Rights in China and Globally,"will feature images and personal stories.
Wu, founder and exectiye director of the Laogai Research Foundation,
spent 19 years incarcerated by the Chinese government. (AM)
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none were purchased at the sale.
These channels were sold at market prices,withColby takinga small
percentage of the profit. It is hoped
that, eventually, Colby will make
between $5,000 and $6,000 peryj ear
to help of f set the price of the basic
;
cable service. 7
7'7<7 7 . ¦:: ¦• --.
tin'sTVrented andsojdTVs
v ;> For
"for really good prices," said
Gagnon. According: to; i Chuck
Galla^her,7saiesinah for iFJoitin's,
/"We did Well. [Students] impressed
"us... We sold a lot more than we
^thought. More people bought outright than renting and thei|iniying
at the end of the year." For many,
renting was a less expensive$ption.
"We wanted to split the cost of
j the TV, because then it wouldn't
belong to either of us arid, we
wouldn't have to worryr-about
chopping it in half if we don'froom
together next year," said Stephanie
Mendell '01;
"I haven't heard much from stii[in response to the cable indents
•
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All dorm rooms were wired for way to go."
The efforts of Information Techcable this summer after a vote of
the formerStudent Association last nology Services (ITS), the Physical
fall made cable in dorms a priority. Plant Department (PPD), and AdLast November,the Presidents' ministrative Services (AdServ)
Council voted to support the idea made the suggestion of cable a rethat cable television be instituted ality this summer. ITS engineered ;
in individual dorm rooms on cam- the cable connectivity, while PPD
{tttSi; This vote came after a previous"vote in which the Presidents'
Council vetoed the motion after a
I think people arer
stiident opinion poll showed a lack
generally happ y to
of interest. However; the survey
results were not broken down by
have it (cable).
class year and students could vote
—Ben Jorgenson
as many times as they wished.
When the issue was brought up
again last November, another student opinion poll was done with installed the wiring and AdServ
more careful records taken,with a coordinated the projec t, by workresulting 730 of 1,055 people vot- ing with State Cable TV to acquire
ing in favor of cable installation. service. The week before classes
With this information in mind, the began, AdServ and State Cable TV
Presidents' Council voted 13-10-1 worked to get the s^sterti running
7;..ji ' v; . • <y :- . yy ,
in favor.
and fine-tuned.
¦However, the service in the
Add itionally, AdSery inyited
dorms was not the only option State Cable TV to sell premium
available. A plan was also looked channels and Fortin's TV and' -'Apinto where students could turn pliance to rent and sell televisions
cable on in their room and then pay to students.Over 100 new accounts
for it, as in apartments. Another were set up by State Cable TV for
Option was to let eac|\ l?uildirig de- f Premiurrt Channels/jpay-per-yi^y
cide whether or not theyf wanted/ fcoriverter boxes¦ orter'; I^&f j ^iif;
the service, but all students in the sic Express,which isa seryicetyhich
dorm would have to pay if they provides 32 channels/pf } digitalvoted for cable.
quality, commercial free m^
AdServ determined that tji^cur- Also available for purchase was a
rent plan would be t^e easiest to Sega (^hannet;which allows access
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J ust like mother
used to make ,

^

Staff Writer

AdServ Director Ken Gagnon,
"People wouldn't be trying to bring
cable lines in from other people's
rooms.We convinced others of the

\A(hy pay more and h

Still delivering the best
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administer because , according to ; toi fhany different garnes although
^
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Grou p effort brin gs
cable to dorm rooms
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Cable TV: the new centerpiece of many rooms on campus.
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cstaliation]/-We'd welcom e it,
jthough,"7said Jane Robert|>passisr
fetant director of AdServ. Roberts
. also mentioned that AdSer|will be
.purveying students for thetelopinpions on the service in the fMire.
Accordingto Ben Jorgerfison '92,
Director of Student Activities and
v^ssistajn ^
fpeople ai^ generally happy tpjK^Ve
it. Although I haye heard a^mber
of students say they thhik o|it eis a
potential distradtion.It^ slikpfie resal
world,people just have to tiirri it off
? and goiout aridhave a goodtitne/' Q
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Exploring the depths of
J ohnson Pond
BY ANGELA PAPPAS
^
Contributing Writer
Colby's infamous winter ice skating rink,Johnson Pond, will not be in
use starting this November.Contractors plan to dredge out the water in
order to clean all of the "muck"and
trash at the bottom of the pond, said
Alan Lewis, director of the Physical
Plant. Biologically, the "muck" has
ruined the pond and it needs to be
removedbeforepondlife starts to die
from the effects. There willbe a board
meeting next week to. discuss the
project. If the board gives the ;
approval, the dredging should start
by the end of November.
The process will be a long and
complicated one. The first stepwill be
to drain thewater from mepond> thencontractors will likely build a broadlike canal extending froiii the pond
and push the "muck''out with bull-1
dozers. Trucks will 'then', haul the •
"muck" off.
:; 'It1 will take quite a while. The
project might hot even be done by the
end of spring,"saidLewis.The length
of time depends on how long it takes
for the pond to fill back up naturally,
by rain and melted snow. ! 'The1Biology department has analyzedthisso-called "muak'ahdfouhd
that it 'consists of Very ' fine sediments
:

ME grandma blam es stat e for
lack of child supp ort paym ents
Mary Behn,a 60 year old Cornville resident who has had custody of
her seven year old great granddaughter for most of the Uttle girl's life,
says state officials failed for years to help get child support from the
child's parents. Behn went public last week with her plight after years
of effort to get the help she was entitled to under Maine law from the
State Department of Human services. Only then did officials obtain a
crucial document from the girl's mother required by Texas officials to
go after child support payments from the man identified as the father.
Behn refers to the system as "unreal" and claims that none of the small
support payments her daughter sent to state officials,-who collect and
then distribute them, ever reached her. So far Mary Behn's case has
joined the ranks of over 5000 child support cases awaiting adjudication.
She hopes that her story can show similar custodial parents that the
state can be pushed to do more to help them. "The [assistant attorney
general] in Texas told me if I got the papers down to them in thirty days
I'd get a support check in sixty days,"- Behn said.""I did everything I
coiild do and the state of Maine wouldn't help me."

Echo photo by Melissa Carpenter

Maine homeowners to wait
for natural gas supp lies

Die tables, cars , beer cans, last year 's stalker? What lies at
the>; bottom; of Johnson Pond?
which are high in phosphorous. This says that the project should not conhas formed the thin layer of algae on tribute a great deal of noise pollution
thesurfaceof thewater,whichisharm- throughout the year. Unfortunately ,
ful to pond lif& Also, the fish and though, one of Colby'smost beautiful
turtleswillbecaught and transformed spots on campus to skate on or just
safely to ahother lake by a tank truck. relax at willbe a construction site for a
The Physical Plant Department large part of the winter.Q

Maine homeowners who have high hopes of hooking up to natural
gas pipelines planned in the state may have to wait longer than they
anticipated.
A report by the State Planning office says hew pipelines will serve
industry and large commercial buildings before they are extended to
residential customers'honies, arid it appears that no more than 11Maine
communities have dense enough populations to support residential
service. The report also contradicts the widely held notion that gas will
lower energy costs, saying that natural gas is expected to remain more
¦^ ^ c: ; .:.r/ -77 ; -c^ v 7 s - - . :o ' .V . .
¦
expensive than oil for the foreseeable future. Natural gas provides aboiat
_ _
^__^^^ ^ ^^i^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
of the energy uised in Maine,but the figure could rise to hearly
mmmmKmt
^ ^mmmm ^ammmammKmmmmmmmmmWmmmmmmamm1percent
tmm
^imm
Within a decade/says Jim Coyrie,'ohe of tW authorsij|&tRe
percent
//: . ..J . .i.; 1.7.7] ._ ¦ > .... /) (; \'y , >y^m m m
^
^^ ^
report The report says customers that buy large ;volumes 'will tfe|#^t
suited to help pay for the high cost of building gas lines, which can cost
a million dollars per mile.TRe high construction cost is one reason -why
gas will be more expensive than oil;The report also states that even once
the gas supply is commenced, gas will not be available in all Mairif
:'- , 7' ;
v77 /--j // ..
7. 7/7
communities.
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Lewiston mail hurt while
dismantlin g fair ride
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A worker with Smokey's Greater Shows,who plunged to the ground
while trying to take down one of the thrill rides on the last night of the
Farmingtori Fair last Saturday, remained hospitalized in critical condition on Sunday. Alan Morawski,21, of Lewiston,was unconscious after
the fall which left him with head, chest and internal injuries.Morawski
was rushed immediately into surgery, and a hospital spokesman said
he was at present in the critical care unit and his condition was life
threatening. The accident has been described as a "fluke"and theresult
of youthful over confidence, because Morawski Wd done the saiirte job
many times before and was hot wearing a safety harness. Farmihgton
Deputy Fire Chief, Terry Bell, who was at the scene said he wasn't sure
of the rules governing carnivals but believed Morawski should have
been wearing a harness;"I would be very surprised if he didn't have to
Wear one. If we didn't wear one or someone atthe mill didn't wear one,
thenwe'd be hi trouble withOSHA (the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration)," he said.
r
22
Compiled by Mda Mati^ tlie September Morning Sentinel;
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mented that in each situation the
college was trying to decipher
what would be best for the college and in the case ;„ of
Multicultural Housing, the Pugh
center was determined to be rthe
best option. Despite these concerns, the senior apartm ent complex remains a 'viable housing option, pending approval frorh "the
Board of Trustees.
The Task Force on Residential
Life was formed by Colby President William R. Cotter in December, 1996, The Task Force, composed of Colby • students and faculty, includes;student representatives Jason Chefella '99, Shannon
Baker '98, Tina Goudreau '98,
Jonathan Sickinger '99, Erin Roberts '00, and .Jill Marshall '98. Faculty and Administrative representatives include Professor < of History and East Asian Studies Rob
LaFleur, Professor of Biology Paul
Greenwood, Professor of Government Sandy Maisel/Associate Dean
of-Students Ron Hammond, Dean
ofthe College Earl Smith/and Dean
of Students Janice Kassman.Q

T m not sure it's going to be
satisfactory," he said, as actually
talking to a professor after class
would be more difficult.
"It is the wave of the futuredistance learning and interactive
communication," Cotter said.
"But I don't think it will ever be a
substitute for personal teaching.

The idea for implementing dis'We've done quite a numtance learning into the CBB ber of things together ," Cotter
schools came from one ofthe quar- said. He exp lained that in some
terly meetings between the presi- cases, students from Bates or
dents of the institutions. Some Bowdoin have tr aveled to
years ago, one of these meetings Colby to take a particular
spawned the inter-library link that course, and Colby students may
services students at each school do the same. Credit is transferon a daily basis.
able , but decisions allowing

that are made on a case by case
basis.
Currently; the schools are
waiting for the hig h-speed
phone lines to be installationread y. Then; advanced technology will make its way to
Waterville, Brunswick and
Lewiston.Q >
7
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Echo photo by Kristiha Smith

Sp ill it! Don't worry, we can just wash it down the drain!

even keynote speakers and
Spotlight Lectures, linking the
three schools and providing
limitless
possibilities,
McArthur said.
Cotter agreed, explaining
that experimental classes will
offer insight into the project, so
pros and cons can be weighed.

1

tain a kitchenette, dining and living room area, six single bedrooms and two bathrooms.
After the Task Force on Residential Life and the architect presented their proposal, a question
and answer period'occurred during which several concerns arose,
specifically concerning special interest housing. Professor of Education and Human Development
Sand y Grande brought up the fact
that the 1994 proposal for
Multicultural housing was rejected because Colby had a policy
against special interest housing.
Professor Grande arid several students questioned the Task Force
as ;to why the proposed senior
complex was not also considered
special interest housing. Despite
several comments from students
in accordance with/Professor
Grande's opinion, the jas k Force
committee members continued to
view the Multicultural housing
proposal and the senior housing
as separate .issues/arid they did
not wish to compare them. Dean
of Students Janice Kassman com-
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Chinn y and the art of
moto rcycle maintenance
BY KAREN SCHLEIN
StaffWriter

Whose motorcycle is this? (It' s a
chopper baby). Actually, the red motorcycleyou may have recently seen
zippingaround campusbelongs riot
to "Zed".{of Pul p Fiction fame but, in
fact, to our own Assistant Director
of Student Activities Alex Chin.
Chin> a-1996Colby graduate,has
returned after only one year away
from Colby tO continue his involvement with student social programming. Chin began his commitment
to the Colby social scene during his
sophomore year when he served as
social chair of Johnson Commons.
At the start of his junior year, Chin
was elected Johnson Commons Vice
President and continued hisinvolvement through senior year, serving
as Social Chair of the former Student Association (Stu-A).
Chin said that he applied for
Assistant Director of Student Activities because he viewed it as a

"fun position"where he wouldhave
the opportunitytoplan social events
and. -work with students. Arid as a
former Colby student himself,Chin
has art "insider's" perspective on

tf::.yyyyy
Colhy has its own
way of dding
things—a unique
way ;
•Alex Chin

the functioning of the Colby social
scene. He is well aware that "it is
tough to create exciting events at a
small, isolated college in Maine,"
but claims that his experience has
taught him what will work in such
an arena. He added that "Colby has
its own way of doing things—a

unique way/
Chin is enthusiastic about the
new organizatiori of student government that Colby has adopted.
While he is "a little nervous" about
the large number of students on the
student progpranuningboard (SPB),
he does believe that the abundance
of resources that the SPB hasto work
with,both in terms of money and
people, will ensure its success and
that "there is no excuse for it riot to
work."
Another important aspect of
Chin's job is that he is currently
living in the faculty apartment in
Foss.However,Chin acknowledges
that he has a different perspective
on dorm life nowthat he has to get
up every morning and go to work.
Sofor those of you who are thinking that four years might not be
enough time on this Maine college
campus, there are options. Chin
adrriits that this probably won't be a
permanent career;still, he calls his
job "a great job to have right after
college."Q

Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island
Who says that cable TV will compromise the development of our
intellectual minds? At Brown University,students are actually getting
credit for watching TV. The university offers a class entitled "The
Filmsof Clint Eastwood" in which students explore Eastwood "as an
American cinema sensatipri/' according to EntertainmentyWeekly .
"Eastwood is a very important filmmaker," said Professor Duncan
Smith. "We're going to study the icon of masculinitylhat he portrays,
constructs, and takes apart." Required viewing includes The Good,the
Bad, and the Ugly, Dirty Harry, and Absolute Power. (AG) y
Northern Illinois University
Dekalb/Illinois
But that's not all. Apparently, academia has also discovered the
value of music videos: A class at Northern Illinois University entitled
"Music Video" looks at music video as an art form. Says Professor
Gary Burns, "MTV has changed the cultural landscape," adding that
students will examine "the video as an important industrial product
that sells commodities in the music industry."According to Entertainment Weekly , students are required to view and analyze videos which
include Madonna's "Deeper and Deeper," Tom Petty's "Don't Come
Around Here No More," and Bryan Adams' "Heaven." The best part
of it all is that students have a valid excuse to opt out of the library and
stay in bed and watch TV. (AG)

Th e chain game : 18 an d gr owing
BY MEGHANN FOYE
Staff Writer

¦(You 'can't go wrong with the $2.99 double
cheesejburger meal from McDonald's: everywhere yOu go, it tastes exactly the same," says
Lisa Gordon '00.
Ask anyone to define American cuisine
and you'll be sure to find answers featuring
Chicken McNuggets, quarter pounders and
super-size fries. The reason for Americans'
(especially college students) affinity for fast
food probably stems from an important principle in economics: it's cheap, if s fast and if s
reasonably tasty—hence,low^opportunity cost
for the buyer. And for those college students
whose taste buds are so dulled by mass-produced dining haU fopd^ fe
a
;;
'
''
relative step up.. 7/;,';;//./ 7
' /^t>777/.//
idea
In fact af Colhy, th^
of going out for a
good meal is often equated with one of
Waterville's fine fast food chain' ' 'restaurants.;
Seriously, why not? Here in the booming metropolis of Wateryiile, Maine7 we |are graced
with 12distinct chains to choose from, ranging
in all different types of cuisine.
Let 's look at the list of options: In the
Waterville/Winslow area there are four
McDonald's,one Wendy's,two Subways,two
Burger .- '.kings, ttvtfdy Diinkin' : Doiuits; one

Arby s, one KFC, several Dominos, and a
Pizza Hut. In addition,to compensate for any
kind of food that may have been excluded,
Waterville now features a Friendly's.But wait,
you say. No Mexican! Fret no longer: a new
Taco Bell will be opening soon, making the
grand total,according to Waterville Chamber
of Commerce, a whopping 18 fast food restaurants. You can just hear the arteries clogging. And this total does not include nonchains such as WHOP, Spanky's and Big G's.
As central Maine's third largest city, it
would make sense that such a thriving center
of commerce would require so many chains,
Wouldn't it? It is interesting to note, however,
that Waterville's total population is only a
piddling 17,173.
But apparently, what we are lacking in
population we make up for in consumption.
Perhaps because there are nuinerous single
parent and twoworking-parent families,there
is a strOrig need for inexpensive and fast dining
options. There are also three colleges in the
area (Colby, Kennebec Valley Technical College and Thomas College) that frequent these
choiceinstitutioris.Infact,theWatervilleChamber of Comrrierce Welcomes fast-food chains
arid believes that developing the fast-food
market will forge a stronger economy.
This theory has already proven successful
at 'Cblbyj It Would probably be very scary to

Serving millions!
add up how much Colby spends on fast-food
in one weekend night. Luckily, there are a few
options for those looking to ease a guilty conscience:usethe coupons on thebox of Domino's
pizza next time (economic benefits); maybe
run up and down the stairs to meet the delivery person (health benefits); offer that last
piece of WHOP to your neighbor (community
benefits). Broadening your horizons in dealing with fast food may preve

7 Echo photo 'by Kristina Smith
cable TV / cheese steak-induced coma that
sometimes occurs from too much fast-food
consumption.
In essence, Waterville's copious amount of
fast food chains is a win-win situation.
Waterville's economy thrives because of the
great amount of business,while lazy and cheap
college students are provided with alternatives to Sunday night's chicken fingers and
7 t
mashed potatoes.Q
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There s no such thin g
as a free education
BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Staff Writer

Ever been lured into considering answering one of those ads
offering financial aid that's "unknown" and just waiting to be distributed? The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) strongly recommends carefully reading the language of the offer and the fine
print.
According to
attorney
Joe
Lipinsky, companies
offering
scholarship "assistance fleece
tens of millions ot
dollars a year
from college students by enticing
them to pay for
rudimentary advice and minimal
services.
Iri general, advertisements
laced
by these companies all conp
tain similar false and misleading
statements: billions/millions of
dollars of financial aid goes unclaimed each year, free financial
aid is only a phone call away, results guaranteed, money back
guaranteed arid students will be
iriatched with under publicized or
hidden scholarships. Companies
chargestudents ^etween$l0r$400
for the promised assistance arid
deliver, if anything, directories
that could have been purchased at

a bookstore or lists of scholarships
that the. student may hot even be
eligible 01. qualified for.
"Our general rule is, if you
have to pay for it, don't do it,"
said Cind y Wells/ Associate Director of Student Financial Services at Colby. "That's what we
hear over and over again at conferences."
The FTC has sued eight scholarship scam companies in the past
year, but many
more remain in
operation. Two
of the prosecuted
companies include Progressive Media, Inc.
and Collegiate
Communications Group, Inc.,
both of Seattle,
Washington.
Both
were
charged with
misrepresentation and false
money-back guarantees.
According to Wells, books and
computer programs located in the
Career Services Office offer thousands of credible sources of aid,
and soon, Wells hopes, there will
be a database available to students
listing sources of aid that Colby
students have actually received.
To report a scarri, contact the
FTC at (202) 326-3128, (202) 3263761:or Ori the web at: http ://;
www.ftc.gov, of call the National'
Fraud Information Center at 1-800-'
876-7060.Q
-

experimental classes will offer insight into the
project, so pros and cons can be weighed.
: "I'm not sure if s going to be satisfactory," he said,
as actually talking to a professor af t er class would be
more difficult.
"It is the Wave of the future—distance learning and
interactive communication," Cotter said. "But I don't
think it will ever be a substitute for personal teaching.
The idea for implementing dist ance learning into
the CBB schools came from one of the quarterly meetings between the presidents of the institutions. Some
years ago, one of these meetings spawned the inter-
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especially to Colby, enabling a much
smoother transitionback to campus
for many students.
Furthermore, a few years ago
the Colby Bookstore switched from
UPS to a service called Roadway
Express. As a result Colby was able
to stock all textbooks on time, unlike other schools across the country, Still, special orders were sent
through UPS and delayed to the
dismay of a few unhappy students.
In speaking of the strike,Gagnon
said, "It was a little crazy for awhile,
but we tried to take it in stride/'Q
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students ¦that "all these numbers
under-represenfc the actual numbers at. Colby/ because not everyone coihes to lis for their testing
and many people at risk aren't getting tested at iaU."
So what are themost effective
brands and combinations of contraceptives recommended to reduce the riskof transmittingSTDs?
Dr. Thompson adyised any brand
of latex condom containing the
spermicide noxiriol-9. Birth control and an additional spermicidal
jeUy are alsoiiriportantinreduang
the risk of pregnancy.
Last year a new female condom
appearedonthecontraceptivemarket. Dr. Thompson assured that
the feminine contraceptive is as
effective as themalecondom,however it tends to be used less frequently because it is more expensive and more cuiribefsome. * '' '•
Dr. Thorripison went on to say
that because
there is not a
"universal test''
for all STD inf ections, there
are
certain
warning signs
that may point
to the need for
specific testing.
Symptoms include;painful sexual
intercourse or .urination, genital
rashes,discharge,abdoEnj ii^pam
and abnormal menstTualbleeding.
key
indicators
a stuAU
¦• 'iTT . aire
¦;-.:. ' .< I ¦ ¦ ¦¦'that
: ' Jy r y
: ¦ ¦' ¦¦»li'tu '»y
.- !
dent should : receive irrimediate
rriedical attention. '
. J^
f estingfor all STDsis prpYided
by the .Health Center on campus,
according to Dr. Thompson. If a
student is having symptoms of illness arid an STD test is recommended by one of the Colby doctors, the insurance plan will cover
$35 of the labwork. If a student has
no symptoms but thinks he or she
may be at risk for an STD,testingis
still available but will be billed to
the student's home insurance or
can be paid for directly by the student. All testing information and
resultsarecompletely confidential
and can riot be released to anyone
without the student's consent.
iged
/ Dr. Thompson strongly vit
students torealize that,whileColby
life lasts orily four years, there are
devastating effects of STDs that
cart last a lifetime. She highlighted
infertility as one of the major outcomes of a prolonged infection.
Other possible consequences include extreme pelvic pain due to
scar tissue and in the case offunfreated HPV; tlie risk of cervical
cancer. Students should take caution whei> having sex/ but know
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Where Colby students go

I
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Whether youhave heard about
it through the media,television,of
safe sex seminars in school,it is no
secretthatsexuallytransmitteddiseases (STDs) are a growing concern on every college campus. But
how serious has the problem become here at Colby? Dr. Melariie
Thompson,medical director of the
Garrison-Foster Health Center,
helped answer this question while
also providing valuable information concerning prevention and
testing that every college student
should know.
First,whichSTDs aremostcommonly testedandtreatedatColb
y?
According to Dr. Thompson, the;
most common STDtreated on this
campus is the Human Papilloma
Virus (HPV)—
more commonly
knows as genital
warts. However,
both men and
women can be
asymptomatic
for several years,
increasing the
risk of unknown- r
irigly transmittingthedisease from
one sexual partner to the next.
Another frig htening fact about
HJ?Vis that it is transrnitt^ble from
slon-to-skincontaqt,meaning even
condoms cannot ensure reliable
protection. Dr. Thompson added
that "recent national studies show
HPV in 46 percent qi women visiting college health clinics for 'routine' annual exams," illustrating
how many students are unaware
carriers of the virus. For women, a
pap smear will detect the HPV
virus. Unfortunately,for meri there
is not a routine test that indicates
the HPV infection. According to
Dr. Thompson, 237 pap smears
were administered last year to female Colby students—27 of theni
tested abnormal.
Af ter HPV, the next most commonly treated STDs are chlamydia and herpes. Fortunately, Dr.
Thompson has seen "less chlamydia and herpesin the lastfewyears,
hopefull y because of the increased
use of condoms.^ The third comrrion STD was vaginitis,a bacterial
yeast infection that can be transmitted to both men and women,
although usually only women experience symptoms of illness. During the 1996-97 academic year, 87
vaginitis testswere given,although
the number that tested positive is
unavailable. In addition,124 HIV
tests were administered last year that thereis a resource to turn to for
with none of them testingpositive. advice, counseling, or medical
However,Dr. Thompson cautions attentionD
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Colby copes with UPS strike
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BY BROOKE
FITZSIMMONS

";, D 'The scholarship is guar:
anteed oryourmoneyback."No
one can guarantee that they'll
get you & grant or scholarship.
Refimd giiarAntees often have
conditions or strings, attached.
GetrefundpoUdesin^tirig--bef ore you pay* . ,
2> "Vqu can't get this information anywhere else." There
are many free lists of scholarships. Check with your school
or library before you decide to
paysomeoneelsetodothework
forypu. ,v '- - ' ' ', • ; ') ', •
^
3) "May I have
yoac credit
card or bank accountnumber to
hold this scholarship?" Don't
give out these numberswithout
getting information iri writing
f irst It may be a set-up for an
unauthorized withdrawal.
4) "Well d6 all the work/'
Don't befooled. There'snoway
around it: you must apply for
scholarships or grantsyourself.
5) The scholarship will cost
some money.Don't pay anyone
who claims to be folding * a
scholarship or grantfotyou.Free
money shouldn't cost a thing.
.6) '^You've been selected" by
a "national foundation" to receive a scholarship,or "You're a
finalist'' in a contest you never
entered. Beforeyou sendmoney
to apply for a scholarship,check
if out.JVfakesure the foundation
5
or program is legitiritateO ' '

library link that services students at each school on a
daily basis.
"We've done quite a number of things toget her,"
Cotter said. He explained that in some cases, students
from Bates or Bowdoin have traveled to Colby to take
a particular course, and Colby students may do the
same. Credit is transferable/but decisions allowing
that are made on a case by case basis.
Currently, the schools are wait ing for the highspeed phone lines to be installation-ready. Then, advanced technology will make its way to Waterville,
Brunswick and Lewiston.Q

With this summer's United Parcel Service (UPS) strike, many
47 Main St. Waterville, Me.
people were left longing for packages stuck in the mail.Ken Gagnon,
Colby's AdServe manager , explained how Colby dealt with the
recent strike. Instead of using UPS
'
t.
t
tmuiutmai
tout fifindftf Htfahhorhond
employees, said Gagnon, Colby
¦¦
ii 11 nn ii mi mil 11 in
ill |
W "!
'
| hired temporary employees from
the United States Postal Service.
These employees made deliveries
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Our general
rule is, if you
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Safe sex at GarrisonFoster Health Center
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Peer Gyrit comes to Colbjl
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Chan dra brin gs Ind ian

= by (mnA'DIBELLa;/--/

7'/7 Coritributirig Writer

: 7

the National Theatre of the
Deafsprodii(^on pf Heri^ Ibseri's
"Peer Gynt," is coming to Colby's
Strider Theater Wednesday, October 1. The story of Peer Gynt, a
young man searching for his place
in.the wbrld> willbe acted out by the
coiripariy simultaneously in sign
language arid ispbkenwords ais well
as a rieMy added third coiriponent
to their production mat includes;
dancers frorri the Piiobbliis Dance
Theatre, to make for what the Louisville Times caUed ''brilliant/ eiigrossing theatre for ariy audience,
with a style arid erriotional power
all its own." 7 /77'
Heririk Ibseri was a Norweiari
plaiywright who earned the
g
title of the "father of modern.
drama by introducing modern social problems initio his plays in a very
realistic way. For iriany years, he
worked for various popular theaters in Norway which gave him
the skills to write dramatically
effective plays. His social problem.plays were some of the most
influential works in the late 1800s
amorig people concerned with the
individual in society. "Peer Gynt,"
is one of those plays and it is
characterized by the symbolic,
mystical, and ironic qualities of
Ibsen's Writing. The story follows
a young man who lives his life
only for pleasure and searches the
world for riches arid wealth. After
many faritastic adventures and an
unfor&riate shipwreck,Peer returns
home just ais poor asi when he first
left,and only then does he find happiness Ibsen's work was adapted
f or this jproductiori by J.Kanelli who
vows that it is "a life lost arid found
in two acts."
TheNational Theatreofthe Deaf
is celebrating their thirtieth anniversary this year; thirty years of a,
revolutionary ' kind' of expression

.. BY JACK COOMBER
. '"• '. StaffWriter

,
Photo courtesy of Colby Communications
National Theater of the Deaf perform Peer Gynt
pairing spoken words and sign lan- create an energizing, juggling,
guage. They have toured through acrobatic extravaganza. There will
all fifty states and every continent also be larger-than-life puppets,
except Antarctica putting on per- slide show scenery, and music
formances of "The Odyssey," "An played on gamelon gongs and steel
Italian Straw Hat," and "King b£ drums, adding to the magical^arid
Hearts," arriong others. The corri- captivating tale. The St. Louis Dispaiiy has; Won numerous awards pqtch calls the National Theatre of
including a Tony for theatrical ex- the Deaf s "Peer Gynt," "a splendid
cellence in 1977. They have earned display of theatrical imagination."
The production will be at Colby's
their place in history not only for
their groundbreaking work but also Strider Theaiter at: 8:00 p.m. on
for being the oldest,continually pro- Wednesday, October 1. Ticket sales
ducing touring theater company in and information are available
through the Colby Performing Arts
the United States.
For this performance, they box office at 872-3358 or a TDD line
have teamed up with the at 872-3788. This visual as well as
Pilobolus Dance Theatre to bring oral display of a young man's search
alive Ibsen 's words. The en- to find his place in the world promsemble of the signing and speak- ises to be an excitirig and memoing actors arid the dancers; will rable event.Q

Indian . author Vikram
Chandra read for an appreciative crowd, o£ Colby students
and faculty in the first installment ./of _ % the .English
TDe^artment' sVisiting Writeirs
Series; this past Monday afternoon. After a brief but glowing introduction from Professor James Boylan, Chandra
read , a moving piece from , his
book of short stories entitled
Lov e and tonging in-Bombay.
In addition to this collection
he has in print a novel entitled
Red Earth and Pouring Rain ,
both of which are available in
the Colby bookstore.
Chandra is considered a maj or contributor in the current
explosion of literary talent
emerging from India. His contemporaries (several of which
he freely admits have been influential to his work) include
sjuch notable authors as
Salman Rushdie and Kiram
Desai. Indian literature (particularly Indian, authors writing in English) has been earnmg increasing notoriety from
audiences outside the sub-continent. Four months ago this
renown culminated in the publication of an entire issue oif
y/The New Yorker" dedicated
to new and established Indian
writers.
> On the day of his speech,
Chandra also visited the Colby
bookstore for a book signing
and an informal discussion of
Indian literature. During the
conversation, he talked about
why Indian literature has

taken off recently;
''Truly/ he said, "if s economics. India's burgeoning
middle class has developed,
as America always had, disposable income which can
now be spent on books/'
7' Chandra points .out the recent boom in Indian ' writers
shbuld. not have been unexpected. As India gained independence from British/ rule
onl y f if t y years ago, the post r
colonial economy has only recently matured to the degree,
where literacy is more widespread. "But all along it was

Echo photo byKrikor Daglian
Chahra redds His f iction
inevitable/' he said/
Chandra and his colleagues
are part of an exciting development in contemporary fiction.- They are leaders.in-the
evolution of an entirely new
literary tradition. And now
their voices have, attracted an j
international audience/ which
Colby was lucky enough to
[
:
experience.Q
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PAVE BARKY

INTHE BLUE LIGHT

ECHO: Tell me about this new
book.
DB: Well, if s gonna be a book.
If s gonna be rectangular in shape.
If s gonna have sequentially numbered pages. If s gonna be for sale.
People can go to the bookstore, give
money to the bookstore,and get the
book. Or, I guess they could just
give money to the bookstore and
not take the book. That would be
interesting,but I don't know what
the point of that would be.
ECHO: How did you get involved with computers? You're not
a computer expert, are you?
DB: No, but I am a computer
geek. I've owned a lot of computers
in my life and I'm always thinking
that I need a new one even though
the old one works fine.
ECHO:What was your first computer then?
DB: My first computer was a
Radio Shackmodel three,this would
be like 1980, and it didn't do anything. I mean,it r eall y just didn 't d o
anything useful. It was incredibly
hard to get it to do anything, but I
loved it. I thought it was great.
ECHO: It's a little different than
what you're using now.
DB:(laughs)No,wellinthesense
that I can't get this one to do anything. No, they're better now, they
just, you know, I'm not really sure
I've gained anything. I still write at
about the same speed, so I'm not
sure what difference it makes which
computer I'm writing on, but I like
to know it has a lot of RAM and
megahertz, whatever those things
are. Gotta have a lotta RAM.
ECHO: Did you write in college
too?
DB: Yeah, I wrote in high school
and college for my papers. Not very
often, I was kinda sporadic and I
tried to be funny.
ECHO: Tried?
DB: Tried. I mean, I look back
now and they're pathetic, but at the
time I thought I was hilarious.
ECHO: Did everyone else think
you were hilarious?
DB: Well, some of my classmates
thoughtl was prettyfunny whenlwas
in college, you know, but somebody
cruelly cut them out and sent them to
me awhileago.Boy,I thought,it wasall
inside jokes. I didn't get any of them
and I was the one who was writing
them. I was inside when I wrote them,
but I have no idea why I thought these
particular tilings were funny.
ECHO: What was college like for
you? Your senior year?
DB: Well, at the time it was scary
'cause it was 1969 when I was a senior,
and the real world then consisted of
getting drafted. So,it wasa pretty wild,
diffiailttime. Ina way,thesixtiessortof
overshadowed college completely for
ihe.'.I'often thoughtl should go back
andactually getacoliegeeducationone
of these years. I have a degree, I just
rieed the education that goes with it. I
rjte an, there was a lot of interest in
politics and sex, drugs and rock and
roll, and stuff other than academics. I
iriean, I'm sure now, today, nobody's
using sex, drugs and rockand toll at

[

BY DAN MACGARONE
A&E Editor

: MpstpeoplelaiowDaveBarry fromhisweekly syndicated humor
column or his plethora of humor books (half of which are compilations of some of his best articles).How many of us, though,know the
true manbehirid thehumOr?What is his life like, his life experiences,
his friends? Probaibly aaiyone who watched the sitcom, "Dave's
World," that was on CBS for a' . few years,thinks they have an idea.
What most people do not know about Dave Barry (unless they have
read his new book "Dave Barry in Cyberspace") is that besides
looking geekish with his trademark bad haircut, he is also a self
admitted computer geek.
He and I settled down to a conversation about the book, whichis
supposed to be released in paperback in October, but the conversation took us farther than either of us imagined. We delved deep into
the inner workingsof hisbrairi;learned his darkest secrets,his shame,
his sadness and discouragement. Well, that lasted about a millisecond, and then wejust wiped the sweat off the earpiece of our phones
and confirmed on with our conversation.

,butnowyou if s a reminder to lis that we all need
poUticsbackinthesixties
have this constant campaign running to have other jobs. We're actually a
better band than wiswerewhen that
for president.
DB: Yeah, well, I never do stop video was made. Of course, thaf s
runningfor president,but that doesn't not saying much.
make me different from anybody,for
ECHO: When you first started
example,in tiheUnited StatesSenateas writing professionally,did you have
farasIcantell.rmjustmoreopenabout to do actual research arid reporting?
it.
DB: Yeah, I was a newspaper
ECHO:Do youvote for yourself? reporter and they're really picky long time. I do get on the internet,
ECHO: So,because you have all
DB:Yeah.Well,yeah.I'm notusu- about that. That if you write that but I don't really...
these homepages dedicated to you,
aUvonthebaUotandifsabieraroblem. something happened, it should acECHO: Don't search under your violating copyright laws, does that
name in "Yahoo" or something like place you in the celebrity category?
that.
DB: You know, celebrity, it
DB: No, I mean, mostly thaf s de- doesn't really mean much and now
pressing 'cause you see how many that we have the internet, doesn't
peopleare violatingtihecopyrightlaws meananything.So,I'npt really happy
and just taking your columnsand us- that, you know, people buy my
ing them.
books and stuff like that and read
,
'
ECHO: I' guess that wouldn't be my column, but I don't think it has
very much fun.
any significance beyond that it
DB:No. If s kinda of like if you'rea means I can be a writer for aliving.
wiiter,theintemetis,ifsalarmingsome- I don't think it lends any particular
times how freely people disregard the air of glamour to my life, I guess is
fact thatthaf swhatyou do for a living, the way I should put it.
but you kinda have to just say there's
ECHO:Do people recognize you
nothingyoucandoaboutit.I do tendto at all?
ignore,Itendtonotdothaton purpose,
DB: Yeah. It depends where I
look up my own name. It can be de- am. In Miami, yeah, because I live
pressing.
here arid my picture runs in the
ECHO: Do you have your own paper here, and sometimes in other
Homepage?
cities it willhappen,but it's not like
DB:No.(laughs) Well,you know,I Mel Gibson: Mel Gibson has me on
tiimkthere'senoughhomepages.Miink his homepage now,so things should
we ought to have a rule that before change.
anybodystartsanewhomepage,someECHO: Well, you do have that
body with an old one has to die. It TV show?
would be a lot to look at all the ones
DB: The TV show got canceled,
we've got right now.
which in way has been good for me
ECHO: Yeah,they giveyou them 'cause I never really had anything
here if you want one. So that all the to do with it.
students have them, like 1700
ECHO: But you guest starred on
homepages,
and
no
one
goes
to
it
once.
Photo courtesy of Random House
them.
DB: I did. I was (laughs)... well,
Dave Barry
DB: (laughs) And why would star is a strong term. I walked on for
anybody? If s like, oh, so you're ev- a f ew seconds and looked like a guy
You would think that if you were a tually have happened, so it was ery bit as boring as you appear to be. who was really uncomfortable.
newspapercolumnistandyoudeclared something I had to adjust to: reality. Uh,I'll be darned,well,here's your
ECHO: What was it like to go on
that you were running for president, And I'm out of that now. I'm out of favorite c.d.'s. I'll be darned, here's a set? You had never, acted before?
you'd be on the ballot,but they have all reality. Thank God.
your favorite authors.
see DAVE BARRYoh pag e9
ECHO:
So,
you
don't
have
to
do
these rules,youknow,whereyouactually have to get other people to say that research for your columns anymore.
DB:No.Idosometimes.Everynow
you should be on the ballot too. Like,
you know,more than ten. I don't think and then I'll do some, but then I don't
Iknowmorethantenpeoplewhowould always necessarily use any of it.
Study Parodist this Spring
ECHO: Well, some research can
agree to be part of that.
Tht Organisation for Tro pical Stwdii #« In partnershi p with
ECHO: I don't know, you have a be fun, like your guide to Japan.
Duk« Univ trcit y affow . a Mckmontod «amt«t«r abraaa" y>r«g ir«im
DB: Yeah. That was fun. Somepretty big fan base out there.
irt tropical tcology and latin Amorican eulfura. Studonfs •am 14 crodH
DB: Right, but these are, for the times. But then again,you know, on
hour * In biology, invironmtintal tciincv , and Spanish languag * & culture.
mostpart,immaturepeople.Youknow, the other hand, there's times when
Crodih may bo .Vanifforrad from Dull ;*.
I don't ever do anything useful and you really would just kill for a hot
? hmfoon biology ? cultural Immarsian ? fiol d tri p*
productive and that's why they're my dog and there aren't any in the en»t mf«p«««d«.tt |t^»{*tt« • r«m«Hf Hold »Uo* ,
fans,and God bless 'em,but they'renot tire continentof Asia. So, that can be
? ra«war «H v #j k»H« wIMIifw
really helpful when you want to get hard . Plus, they really don't get the
For brochure and appl ication maft rfaU, contact
your name on the ballot or anything concept of a working toilet, wha t
Oraankation for 1Vaplcal Studta, DwU Univtnity
' /•
we call a toilet here.
else.
Box 90«3, Durham NC 4770810*33
ECHO: Don't they have them on
ECHO:You play with a rock band,
MI? ) .P) *M«S774; 6wo )l: «w«otf <rcpub.tf uk**du>
the floor?
or you did.
h«p7/www »oN.dok# .#4u
DB: They have them on the floor,
DB:Yeah.I still do. We're called the
App!ico)k>». duaii lin* for 1?9» &pri»» wfmt*»»r i Odob»r 15, 1907,/, • ¦
Remainders... The Rock Bottom Re- sometimes it's just holes in the floor.
HHHM _HHBHHHM _RHHHHHHHMMHHHMHM |HM^
You d on't even want to pursue this
mainders is the full name. We suck.
ECHO:I have a videotape actually. line of questioning further than you
DB: Well, then you know how have to. Just think hole in the floor
bad we are. We, unlike... a lot of and that's really all you need to
,
bands, here's what they do, they know.
What is the best wayfio get p eople to »|
'[¦'
ECHO: Do you ever sneak on to
practi ce for years, th ey get a couple
, . yewr eventlRa wlem.^
of records, if the; records become the internet and post on fan pages
Publication with the h igh ^tyy yy^y
,
successful, then they make a video. dedicated to you? !
DB: No. I never snuck on them.
We started with the video end of it.
circyf aHf tn ^
We have pract iced for years now, There was a while, there was a fan
Mpyj ttnverff i
since that video was made, so that group, an alt. fan group that I used
us at the
^UQ i
y :x mana ger at xS 7B6 or :i^^^ ^y
video capture^
absolute to post on every couple pf months
c(M^yyy^yyyyyyyyy,y, lpvyest possible skill level and I'm just, you know, like;'Jbldng around, ' ¦ ' ¦' ¦ • ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ; " p ¦ ' ¦ ; | ' ¦ "' ¦ ¦"¦ ¦ " ' ¦!.. ' * ¦ ¦¦ :': ;.: ; : " ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ ' :¦ " '
,
" ' ' ,' ,
, . .' • "'• i • .
. ;•;< • ;>. . . . y i ^ y . .
i:--'v ;' >* " "- • . ' . ' " . ¦'. "" .::, • . ¦,. ^'.k .!.: ;' '' . |/ i.
"' ECHO: You were talking about still not sure why we did that, biit but I haven't gotten oh theite in a
V . +' ' . . " . ' ¦! ' . i ' ¦/ "
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CAMPUSaUBS & DEI^ldTyiENTS

Dave B^
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

What with all the neW technologic^ advancesihroinr^^^
mteinet,many books havebeen writteri to try and explaiii; to the layman;
ju st what all of thehype is about: No
book/ though, has completely succeeded in this goal... until now. With
hisnewbook,Dai«Barryin Cyberspace,
Dave Barry has put together,through
in-depth research, hours of eye-aching web-surfing (and probably lots of
beer)1 a comprehensive guide for all
computer illiteratepeoplebut there.
This book, one of Barry's most hilarious ventures yet, seeks to explain
concepts such as RAM ("to give guys
a way of deciding' whose corriputer
has the biggest,studliest,most tumescent memory"), hardware ("the part
of the computer that stops working
when you spill beer on if) and the
internet (described as "the most important singledevelopmentinthe history of human communications since
the invention of 'call waiting.'"). His
storiesofstrugglewithWindows95™,
old386computersandanecdotesabout
calling thetechnical help desk all add
to the fast and educational read that
this book offers.
Oneof themost intriguing parts of
mebook,though,doesnotheinBarry's
usual immaturehumor, but rather in
his attempt at a short story, which
closes the book. The story, "MsPtato
and RayAdverb: A Story of Love On-

line/'is a lovestory about two people
who meet over the internet late one
night and fell in love. It is a tale that
mostofushavehea_rdbefore,butBarry
makes the stoty work and you get
wrapped into the conflict the woman,
MsPtato,. has between this mart she
loves (and t&ks to every night Oh the
cdriiputer) andher family (a husband
and three kids).This departure from
commentary provides a unique close
to his book, and off ers a side of Barry
that is rarely, if ever, seen.
One of the most humorous sections of the book discusses the rather
armoyingarid;lefsfaCeit,stupidshortharid that email arid the internet have
brought about. Concepte such as puttinga <:g> at the end of your sentence
totellthepersonontheotherendofthe
conversation thatyou are grinning,as
demonstrated in.ttie book: "I live in
Akron<g>."Barrypointsthisoutagain
when he coihments on the ":)" faces
that people add to their e~mails, and
he adds more drawn out "idioms"
such as ">8-0-(&)"which translates,
according to Barry, to mean "person
just realizing that he or shehas a tapeworm.
To read thisbook you do not have
to be particularly computer literate,
thougha generalknowledgeof whata
computer is,knowitigthattheinternet
does actually exist, etc. is probably a
good idea. Either way the book is extremdyfunnyandwillmakeyoulaugh
outloud.Itis possible,though,thatthe
moreyou know about computers,the
funnier thebook is, because you will
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D&JE BARRY, continued f romp age8— ^

pTB:No. It was fun. I didn't realize how hard
it is to make a television show. In a way, the least
important thing about it is the actual show because there's so much technical stuff that has to
happen, but there's this vast array of people
right around tbe set/the stage: the sound people,
the light people,the this people, the that people,
the camera people and they're all really incredibly competent and it make the actors look like
the most pathetic, low rent part of the whole
operation^ what it really comes down to,;r- ;
ECHO:Do you plan on doing any moreTV?
v. DB: No, I don't, you know. I think that I've sort
of committedmyself to writing forever. Every time
I've ever doneother stuff,it's kinda fun to dabble in
other things, thaf s why I like playing iri the band
even though we suck, and I get enough performing
when I go on book tours, whenJ have to get in the
camera,but it's not really what I want to do. I like
being a writer.
ECHO: What is a book tour like? If s obviously
not like a rock tour where you have an opening
writer when you go to a bookstore.
DB:Booktoursareveryexhausting,bizarre things
where you get up in the morning and go on radio

BY JACQUELINE
JOHNSON

Contributing Writer

Several Colby students, faculty,
patrons and sponsors of music, and
friends enjoyed the melodious performance by the Portland String
Quartet on Saturday at 8 pm in the
Lorimer Chapel. The Portland String
Quartet is composed of cellist Paul
Ross,
violinists
Stephen
Kecskemethy and Ronald Lantz,
and Julia Adams on the viola.
The Performance consisted of
three pieces: String Quartet in F
Major , Op.18, No. 1 Ludwig van
Beethoven, String Quartet in D flat
Major, Op. 14 Ernst Von Dohnanyi,
and String Quartet in C Minor,
Op.51, No. 1Johannes Brahms. The
concert reflected the world-wide
commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the death of Johannes
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shows all day and TV shows arid ' newspaper
interviews. You give some talk at night or go to a
bookstore at night and get in a, plane and go to
another cityand do it again. After a couple of days
you canbarely rememberwhereyouare.You hate
your book. You've been talking about it, talking
about it, talking about it. You can't believe anybody would ever want to read the book.
ECHO: How long does it take for you to write
your weekjy;columns, because I've heard different storiesi , . , - .-, i S- • vJf / / , ; . / - . - ;,
DB:WeU,wh6'veyouheardthemfrom? You're
just hearing them around, huh? Well, it really
deperids on the column, but I would say the
average is sometimes a day, sometimes two days.
It just sorta depends.
ECHO: On what?
DB: Even if if s a column based on news articles people have sent me,it still takes long. The
thing is, if s one thing to have an "okay, if s funny
I'll write a column about that" kind of idea, and
then it's another thing to make the column with
dolph jokesin it, and the punchlines and the setups and,you know. That part takes time, which is
why/ at least it takes time for me anyway.Q

Brahms.
Throug hout their performance, it became evident that the
Quartet' s twenty-nine seasons
together has allowed them to
perform with ease, confidence,
and energy. The facial expressions of deep concentration and
thought are characteristic of a
true connection to, and understanding of, the pieces they were
performing. This abundance of experience and joy of music was noted
by Colby in 1986 with the presentation of Honorary Doctorate degrees
to the Quartet along with a request
to become Artists in Residence at
Colby.
Though the Quartet members are
Artists in Residence at Colby and
live in Portland, this touring season
includes performances in Chicago,
Washington DC, Pennsylvania at
Bucknell University,Oklahoma,and
next fall will include a tour to Spain.

When asked if the pieces they
perform include solos or a strong
emphasis on a particular instrument,
violistJulia Adams responded, "Our
quartet tries to be a single entity.
Most quality quartet compositions
will include four equal voices."
Adams also stated that "thequartet
is pleased with the strong emphasis
Colby places on applied music by
having a resident quartet."
As a resident quartet, the Portland String Quartet also instructs a
Jan Plan course. "If sa very popular
course," says Adams, "because we
never put on a CD. We illustrate
every example of music from Renaissance to Contemporary."
This course should be offered
this January, and what better way to
get to know the Portland String
Quartet up close and personal. All
students interested should be sure
to sign-up as soon as possible,as the
course does tend to fill up quickly.Q
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ColumbineinOctober,Whereyouwill
know when Barry is actually making the book seriously.
somethingup and when he is telling
Dave Barry in Cyberspace was re- be able to find it at mostbookstoresfor
thetruth. Fortheilliterate,though,just leased in hardcover last year,but will $i2.a
as a warning, do no take too much of berereleasedinpaperbackbyFawcett/
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Is thi s specialt y housin g?

Recently there have been complaints against the possibility of
constructing a new housing complex which would consist of apartments for seniors, approximately one hundred of them. Some
people have claimed that this is "specialty housing," like the
proposed multicultural dorm which .was on the table three years
ago, and did not pass partly because of the fact that Colhy does not
want to segregate into specialty housing.According to these objectors, since that didn't pass, this should not either.
There are some key differences between the two proposals. The
multicultural house was limited to those deemed "multicultural/'
and it was a narrow definition. Roughly 90% of the campus would
never have the opportunity to live in that building. However,
everyone (if they stay the course) will eventually become a senior,
and theref orehavetheopportunityto livein theapartment complex
whentHetime comes. Call it class discrimination if you tike, but
' VI V
eveiybiieE still receives the same benefits in the end.
; A senior housing complex also serves as a place where seniors
jean livebeon campus in an off campus atmosphere. Basically, Colby
^mild saying that since.more and moireseniors have to live on
campus eveiy yeaiv here is a way to soothe that loss.
But if s not just a compensation package; if s a cojnmunity
builder,the return of a senior presencebenefits the enurecampus,
whereas a multicultural dorm removes key components of the
campus and isolates them. It is this removal of people from; the
campus community that sunk multicultural housing. The senior
;
* " » '!
apartments don't deserve a similar fate. ,
-

Keeping our distance

Before we all sign up to take a class ''at" Bowdoin courtesy of
''distance learning''and the high speed interactive'televisionhookup that makes it possible, the Colby community should think long
and hard about what its intentions are concerning thisnew technol'
'/ *
' < : / '
* ogy; , y " \,. '. , \
For years Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin, have been touting the
small, one oh one atmosphere that each college of f ers students. In
facty much of the appeal of these three scliools comes from the
applicants, desire,not to be just another "facein the crowd.*'7,
With distance learning in place,each student would be even less
ttiah afacein the crowd,butrathera face on the TV screen.This isnot
consistent with Colby's theory on education. Obviously, the new
system would never be a replacement for any class on fee Co|by
curriculum. However, we should not move irt that direction simply
because XJMaineis doing it/or because it is ''cutting edge."If Colby
students wanted to be likebig universitystudents, there are plenty
other schools out there where they can feel like a blipon a TV screen
v
even in a lecture hall. ' "
] ,' ' ,
I ' ttlsg^eatthat Colby iswiira^
thalt the possibility of long distance communication Will be a reality.
However, with the addition of hew educational venues at our disposal, comes the responsiblity to use them wisely. When President
Cotter said that he wasnbtyet sure that distance learning was "going
to be satisfactory,"because "actually talkingto a professor after class
would be difficulf 'he summed up a very important issue..
Even as a "supplemenf' to Colby learning, students and administrators should approach this new and exciting technology with
(pome sense of trepidation. It has the potential to add some new
dimensionsto this campus,but it also has the potential
away
¦ to take
:;
tu
r:
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"
far
•/ > "/ /> ' / '
more important. 7 y y '\
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Letters
Raising one's hand a sign of maturity
A hushed silence fills the classroom. A professor has just asked a
question to the mass of students that
appears before him/her.With bated
anticipation and perspiration the
class sits and contemplates the holes
in the ceiling or the lines in the floor.
The teacher moves on and the class
resumes its general mode of conduct, listening. In a time where the
greatest threat to the youth of
America is apathy,it is not acceptable to let this situation continue on
as it has. Although it is important
for the professor to generate class
material that is suitable for discussion it is not the professors job to
call on specific students in an effort
to get class discussion moving. We
have come to a time in our lives
where we are shedding the bonds
that held our minds through the
halls of high school. We have come

to a place in our lives where we are
supposed to able to explore the vast
reaches of our minds and find bur
own voice in which to express these
findings. The debate over class discussion that has been brought to the
Colby student body is only a mask
that hides the real issue, fear.
When I cameto collegealmost two
yearsago I was thrilled at theprospect
of an environment where my fellow
peers would be moreapt to raise their
handsand speak without the mind
numbing fear of ridiculethat Was so
present in ihe public high sthobl I attended.Whenweliveinastateof popularity generatedfear wefall prey to the
great gray beast of apathy.If s time to
reclaim a voicethat exists within each
of us,a voiceunhinderedby thefear of
ridiculeand publichumiliation. Raise
yourhand in classand aslcyour ques-r
tion, explain that which puzzles or

dazzles you. Yet when you raise
your hand do it secure with the
knowledge that your peers want
to hear what you have to say.
Maybe when.you say what's on
your mind they will share their
thoughts as well. It may come to
pass that we can exist in a college
environment that is free of social
fear, one in which the silent voice
that we all havq can be heard.
Don't fear the ridicule of friends.
If they don't like you for all the
intellectual statements you make
as well as the blunders,then they
aren't your friends. Its not a
professor 's role to rid us of our
classroom apathy, if s our job.
Takeastance,,rightor wrong,hold
your ground and just say it, "talk
.. "'V.
hard." - 7 ';
Jason E. Flesh '99

Clarifications to the one card system
I'd like to correct a few mistakes
which appeared in the September
18th Echo.

To begin with, the banking/
ATMfeature ofthe one-card system
will not likely be available until after January of 1998 at the earliest.
The first priority of the system will
be access to the outside doors of
residence halls. It is also unlikely,
due to the enormous cost involved,
jhat the one-card will ever replace
individual room keys. Lastly,while

the system currently being planned
does use a proximity sensor, lasers
are not involved. The One Card
working group, headed by College
Controller Ruben Rivera, is proceeding verycarefully with this program to ensure that the end result
is the best possible system for Colby.
I'd also like to note that I did not
say that the Board of Trustees voted
down a proposal to remove thecross
from thetop of Lorimer Chapel.I did
inform the Presidents' Council that

this was not a new issue but rather
one that had been exhaustively exploreda few yearsago and suggested
that the Council obtain and review
the findings ofthe committeethat did
that work before,begitmrngthejdiscussion anew.,To my knowledge no
^
proposal to rempve or alter thecross
atop the chapel has ever been presented to the Board. . , . , ; ra;
.Vc ' . _ v
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Op imori$
Ticked off over tickets
,
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BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

I'd like to preface this column by
explaining that I am a jerk when it
comes to parking. I always have to
find the closest space, even if I'm
not technically allowed to park
there. Last year I got a ticket for
parking on top of a snowbank in the
Eustis lot. This may have j ust been
my Mainerness coming out, but I
think that in general I have a problem with parking where I'm not
allowed. If I could, I would prob-?
ably drive into my dorm and park in
my room. As this isn't possible, I
h ave to set tle for the handicapped
and faculty resident spaces. Every
time I dothis,I expect to get a ticket.
Oh yes, I anj a rebel. Like I said, I
have a problem and need help. But
sometimes even the . handicapped
and faculty resident spots are full,
and I'm forced to the student parkinglots. The student lots are further
away, but a t least you don't get a
ticket for parking there, right?
Wrong. Last week I behaved

myself and parked in a real student
space in the farthest reaches of Hill-
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side. Yet even this dkl not spare me you potential violatorsout therethat
from a ticket. As I looked around, It you cannot get out of your ticket
sawthat I wasn't^ the only cirimin^ merely by selling your car and getin the Jot. It seemed Ulce half the ting a new onevvlthdifferentplaies.
vehicles there had gotten the sajne I tried this,and they still tracked me
^
treatment, What , were we doing down, even though the original par
wrong? I checked my ticket to find was unregistered. They're a clever
that I was being persecuted for not and wily bunch, and you can't esregistering my car with Security to &;!C$p!^then$£;.;;^
park in the student spaces. As I re^^
call, Securityused to give pimple a!i these ticketsmean?!think that what
grace periodof longer than one week We .JipyjiR^l^^ah illustration of
to do thisfl'm afraid that during the what a peaceful school Colby really
first week of classes registering my % Security seems tq be deyoHng an
car slipped my mind. But this was aMtUlot Wi^ ^ihi s : y^ ^ 0
apparently a serious enough prob- j)||^ing crackdown, whicrfJipst
lem to warrant examination of ev- n|eah that there has been a $ec|&e
ery car in the student lots, and tick- i^^tuarprbblems ; Would if then
eting of at least a quarter of them. be reasonable to suggest that if evWhy this was such an urgent issue, eryone starts acting up a little more,
I don't know. I think warnings par king enforcement would
would have sufficed to remind ev- slacken? Maybe we should find out.
erybody to go register their cars. I So go ahead , have that keg in your
can th in k of many better ways to room.Call somebody up and harass
spend ten dollars than this. Ten them for no reason. Steal the WHOP
bucks can buy a few be—... books, guy's err and drive it around on the
you know. Well/ 1dktgo down and cross-country trails, Drunk, Set
sign up my car. And now I have the something in your dorm On fire,
red identification sticker that au- please, Understand that if Wfi^pn 't
thorizes me to park as close to my do something soon, the st udent
dorm as Skowhegan,
parking stickerswon't even get you
As an aside, let me also warn all as close as SkowhegaruQ y
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No Green Acr es" Here

anyone. Students here load up their trays/ and then
proceed to throw half of it away. Don't believe me?
Editor-in-Chief
Take a look at the tray return at Dana one night and
surmise how many people you could feed with what's
To understate things, the world has a lot of prob- being tossed.
lems. One of these things is finite resources. There's
Energy is wasted in prodigious amounts on camonly so much oil, so much coal, and so much uranium pus. Computers run 24 hours a day, rights never turn
available,- and once if s gone, We're going to have to off , and now there are ten times as many TVs sucking
waif a hell of a long time for our supplies to naturally down energy. The worst abuse is heat. This campus is
build up again. That the world as a whole is doing a usually so hot that students have to open their winpitiful job to conserve what we have is bad enough,but dows to cool the rooms down. Has anyone ever heard
that a microcosm such as Colby does such a miserable of a thermostat? Whatever it costs to install them
job is inexcusable. Colby needs to re-evaluate its re- couldn't possibly be more that the amount of energy
source management.
used to heat the great outdoors here.
Oneofthemorevisibleprograms
These examples are just the tip
:
on campus is our so-called recy/
of the iceberg. It is clear that far too
clihg r programv ?We have bins; It doesnt' matt er th a t
much is taken for granted here, and
marked for bottles only;paper ortlyi
somebody (hopefull y ' students
Colby cim aflb^
mag&Lzihesonly,evertbatteriesdrily/'
rather than the adriiiriistration)
extravagance
wh
a
t
,
However -hot enough of us here
needs to takethe lead herein changif
'it'
matters
is
s
right.
know the meaning' of the word
ing our ways.It really takes so little
effort on
"only/''As in> nothing else but the!
¦ our part to do the" little
item • specified. Garbage bins are ;
things 'thaf Would make this camveritable^ free-for-alls in rhost eivery
pus so milch more efficient. The
dorm/ Some of us have becoriie so lazy that I've seen problem is that these benefits iaren't all that tangible,
smaller trash cans thrown into the larger ones!Tdorf f arid as we all know, people are loathe to do anything if
think I can come up with a clearer illustration
wiaste there's nothing ih it for theiri.'
-y <: -: of
; . ^;-7,; 7
-^ ¦<;.:</ * 7 - y^ \
than that
Well,here's the straight deal: At soriie point in the
Lef s face it:if wecan't divvy up our garbage,do you future, maybe in our own lifetimes, something is
think the custodial services will do. it for us? TheyTye going to give/We are simply using more energy then
got enough to do as it is cleaning upthe rest of biir We are able to produce, arid the demand is outgrowmesses. The real shame is that the message is sent that ing the supply every year. With the closure of Maine
no f ohe is serious'abbut recycling'and 'me doriris or Yankee, power is going to be harder to come by in
departmentsthat are making the efforts are seeing their central Maine. It doesn't matter that Colby can afford
work thrown away as custodial services bags their this extravagance,whatmattersisif if sright.Remember—
garbage with the rest of the College's.
whateverwe take someone elsecannot receive.
Not only are we poor at re-using waste, we have a
We need a new program to re-institute recycling
tendencyto create intich more than is necessary. The and stop excessive waste. We are a small contained
arribUht of foodtthfown aWay at this campus could community/ and by taking the smallest of steps, we
easily sOfve any lobaPhuriger problems. I'm not talking; could begin to make serioiis changes in the way we
about just the uriiiised fbbd at the threedining halls,but look at energy and our limited resources. If we can't
the amount of food goihg directly from tray to trash;iie. pull it off ,What chance does the World as a collective
the stuff that can't in good conscience be given to have?Q

BY MIKE TRUMAN
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Feelin g Hot /Hot , Hot
BY DAVE KIRTLEY
Contributing Writer

.; I don't mean to cause any alarm,
but Satan is in charge of Colby or, at
least, in charge of the thermostat.
This is the only possible explanation for why every building on the
Colby campus is heated year-round
to hellish temperatures. This phenomenon
makes ?
the- '
administration's fanatic crusade to
purge halogen lamps seem all the .
more bewildering, considering the,1
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books spontaneously bursting^
into
flame.
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Things aren't so bad in the summer,
when most people are lounging around
in shorts and T-shirts.But in the winter,
when you're sitting there in jeans and a
sweater, the heat is unbearable, and the
transition from inside to outside typically involves the cumbersomeremoval
of at least eight layers of clothing. And
another thing is, I mean,it costs money
to heat a building, right? Why are we
paying money to sustain this inferno?
Colby could probably cut half its oper-j
ating cost by lowering the heat (note:
not an actual statistic). Someone down
in the boiler room is clearlyout of com
trot TheAveragei temperature on canvpus needs to be lowered to something a
little more reasonable.Q

Every building is too damn hot:
the dorms, the-dining halls, andthe
classrooins, hut particularly Miller
library. I'd spend rnore time in the
library, really, but I can't last fox
rhOfe than about fifteen minutes in
there without passing out from heat
stroke. Even on the rare days when
the thermostat is set to bake, rather
than broil, the heat makes you restless and disrupts your concentration, making Imiaiy research e*hjemely
bl^i^^ ':
is
,ltii^ / l^j g i^ that the
p^
smothering heat puts you right ^o
sleejp.There are more people asleep
in Miller at noon than in my dorm at
two in the morning.

Virtual intelligence
lege via sattelite. The great
thing about attending a school
A&E Editor
like Colby is the fact that we
are able to create a personal reIt is amazing how over lationship with oui professors.
the past few years technol- We can talk to them, have
ogy keeps advancing and lunch with them, and even, in
making our lives better and some circumstances,visit with
better. Takethe internet for them out of school. This can
instance. Where else in the hardly be done with a profesworld is it possible to do re- sor who . is sixty miles away.
search for a paper, listen to What, is he going to have inradio stations from across teractive office hours as well?
the country, and download
How exactly would that
nudie pictures of Disney work? Would,you have to go
characters simultaneously? into the Ayt room. in .Miller,
Yet;, the internet is not.the ring the professor and.hppe to
only feat that we,(by we, I God that he doesn't putyou on
am incorporating all of us holdbecause your STS account
into the technologically lit- has almost reached its limit?
erate to mike the more ig- Or would the school pay for
norant of us feel special) something like that? .Oi
have, achieved/ because it course, it would be added to
looks like while we are do- your school bill like cablewas,
ing all this research, for but that makes sense. If you
class, we could be doing it want the extra help sessions,
for a class at Bates of though,there will be people in
Bowdoin due to tikis new the student, center selling
interactive learning pro- boxes with the channels on
' 7 «:./ :;.?- which those are broadcast.. / ,
gram,
, On the face of it, this
,» You will ,be prqyided with
idea is fantastic. It will al- several options for extra help,
low Colby students to take each package with a different
a, more diverse range of price, the most expensive one
classes from professors being that which will actually
they never would (and may, give you the answers. If you're
never still) meet, new top- having trouble deciding which
ics will be introduced, and package to. take,, don't worry.
if there's a mistake , with There Will^ be peopl e at the
nuclear bomb testing, the tables who will badger and
cable satelite could be de- browbeat you into taking, one
stroyed,, leaving class can- of the packages... eyen if
celled for that day. Plus,the . yo<re not in one otthe interf
, ;
fact that students will be active classes,
Basically/with these virtual
able to participate in these
classes adds a whole lot to classes (and. that is exactly
the experience because in- What they are, Virtual") stustead of just sharing ideas dents will be losing the per-,
with Colby, students, they sonai.attention that we receive
will also be receiving input now, with the professors actuand joining discussions ally in the room; That's not to
with students from the two say they won't see you, so even
Other schools, which wijl though you will be in a room,
offer a unique and moist Watching TV, your professor
likely positive experience* will still be able to see you as
, At . the same time you can see him/her. So, no
though/ d oesn't interactive falling asleep or skipping. On
learning \, somewhat., go' the up side, though, you will
against the principles that -, be able j ^^y^f^O^^j i^
not just Colby but all three H-hold, as well as the color
schools were f ounded on ?
Think about it/ Most stu- ; lowing;you to mess with the
dents who attend a small ¦f way^'c*u^-^|pie4so*,:looks..In
liberal arts college do hot ¦< order toldo that riOW it -would 1
do it for the opportunity to involve magic markers and retake classes
at another
col-><¦ ally fast hands.Q
' S „ ..._ . \
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"They're draining the pond?"
Jamie Babino '00
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"The second gunman on the
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Jean Paul Lipton '99
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Echo p hotos by Melanie Quryamhj ,
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Shake speare comes down to j oin the common folk
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor
If salwaysa fantasticeventwhen
literaryknowledgecanbe combined
with an intellectually stimulating
event. With the Reduced
Shakespeare Company's "The
Compleat Works of WillmShkspr...
Abridged" you will receive none of
that intellectual bulls**t, but rather
a^illy, chock-full-of laughs time
which will leave your stomach aching and your throat dry. We're talking fall off your seat, bang your
head repeatedly on the person in
front of you and pass out from exhaustion funny.
Three Colby students, Paul
Coffey '98, Eric Deisbach '98, and
Kevin Landis '98 attempted to
present the impossible this past Saturday night (September 20) at The
Theater at Monmouth, when they
tried to reenact all 38 plays by William Shakespeare in under two
hours. Their production of "The
Compleat Works of Willm
Shkspr..Abridged" written by Jess
Borgeson, Adam Long, and Daniel
Singer ten years ago, is still just as
strong, if not stronger than the original show,with material that the students have added to the show.

The show, which is being produced as a benefit for the Theater at
Monmouth, begins with monologues from all three actors, giving
an interesting account of
Shakespeare's biography, which
shows him to be living all the way
through World War II. It then proceeds to condense Shakespeare's
plays, starting with one of his most
famous works, "Romeo and Juliet."
Having seen this show twice before
this show, most of the jokes, though
still quite funny, were not as original as they were the first time, but
that considered the three actors outdid themselvesby adding new snippets to the spoof to reflect the recent
film of the play that came out last
November. These snippets, one of
which includes a huge foam goldfish,werea hilarious addition to the
show.
Other highlights of the show include a rap of "Othello," the rather
unknown "Titus Andronicus"done
as a cooking show, all of
Shakespeare's comediesbeing combined into one play with something
like six sets of twins, and the histories done as a football game in order
to capture the competitive nature of
the reign of kings. The second act is
devoted entirely to "Hamlet," and
Echo photo by Melan ie Gur ansky
see RSC, page 15
Kevin Landis '98, Eric Dreisbach 9
' 8 and Paul Coffey '98 attempt to condense Shakespeare.

Slonem swoops into museum

¦P^ j J m

BY JOANN HAKNDEN
Copy Editor

Last Thursday at 4 p.m. artist,
collector, and bird aficionado Hunt
Slonem gave a talk in the Colby Art
Museum, site of his exhibit, "Exotica: Paintings and Installation by
Hunt Slonem." The casual gathering illuminated some of the personal, behind-the-scenes details of
Slonem's work, on display in the
Jette galleries until November 2.
His work clearly showed a fasciffation with animals, and much of
his talk centered on the joys and
occasional mishaps of pet ownership, including a pair of birds who
pecked through his studio ceiling
and worked their way through the
floor of his upstairs neighbors' apartment. Bird upkeep requires the help
of assistants, and it takes Slonem
about two hours each day to feed
the birds. Many of them must be
kept in a cage,though some fly freel y
around the studio. In fact they have
taken over his studio space and
Slonem has gotten an additional studio.
When asked if he felt any misgivings about keeping exotic animals in urban captivity, he said that
he only buys domestic birds, and
that he feels his paintings of caged
birds express a sort of last cry of
endangered species. His subjects
extend beyond humans and birds to
^
other an imals, though, and he has
owned such unlikely pets as ocelots, a hedgehog, monkeys, turt les,
and a pair of skunks.
m He described his recent experience at a school in Nashville where
he and the students constructed a
version of his feather room installation. In Colby's feather room, a secluded section of the exhibit with
pink walls pierced with bird feathers, Slonem expressed his: great
Knowledge of and interest in
birds , mentioning the spiritual
connotations of birds forNative
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Echo photo by Jacqueline lohnsot
Hunt Slonem durin g his lecture in the museum.
Americans and in India, wh ere visually dissolve the sense of solid
the enlightened ones bless people space. He started collecting old
with bird fea ther wands to transm it frames at flea markets and elsewhere
spiritual energy. Many oi his paint- fi nding them cheaper than new ones
ings show an interest in the spirit Each one has a unique identity, sc
world, like two portraits of a ghost that matching a painting to a frame
couple, paintings of various saints, is a creative process in itself.
and paintings of a psychic and the
Slonem also explained how th<
spirits she channeled, including exhibit here at Colby was designee
Rudolph Valentino,
to resemble certain aspects of his
He described his work as both studio/aviary, including the color
realistic and abstracted. He ex- of the walls and a sample of his
plained the reason or inspiration collection of neO-Gothic furniture
for his technique of smearing a and chandeliers. Slonem's visit was
grid on the surface of his paint- an informal and interesting way tc
ings: "I'm just trying to paint what I learn about the man behind the
see" and the vast cage bars actually exotica.Q
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Case Studies:
BY RYAN COSTELLO
Online Editor

OKSeniors, you've been here
for a little over three years and
you feel as thoug h you 've accomp lished quite a bit , rig ht? Or
maybe not, dependingont hew ay
you've been handling yourself.
But in any case, it seems pretty
hard to believe that in that very
same amount of time, the Casco
Bay Brewing Company has produced several w i dely known
microbrews.
The Casco Bay Brewing Company, locat ed inPort land, Maine
sold their first beer about the
same time that this year 's seniors
were arriving on campus for their
freshma n year , and have rapidl y
gr own to their current well
known status as a microbrewery.
Their beers are available in 10
sta tes in New England , New J ersey, and the Midwest. They are
also conveniently available at our
local J oka 's.
Their major beers include the
absolutel y astounding Katahdin
Red Ale, Katahdi n Golden Beer ,
Katahdin Stout , and Katahdin
Pale Ale. And despite the fact

1

ale is very ; strong, and sticks to
the roof ipf your mouth long after
the beer his left.
KATAH DIN STOLTT: My initial reaction to the beer was that
of p leasan t surprise ^ I hardl y expected a carbonated microbrew
st out t o be quit e as heavy and as
thick as this stout is. Being a large
fan of'' stouts; I must say that althoug h this stout is carbonated ,
it is ait such a low level as to be
barely bother some. The flavor is
of a generall y chocolate-raspberry tone , and leaves you w it h a
great , smooth taste. A very likable stout , altogether.
KATAHDIN RED ALE: Ah.
the famous Red Ale at last. M y
first reaction to this beer is consistentl y, "That 's SO good." Having a dark red color , and ; that
familiar Katahdin fruity aroma ,
this beer is absolutely delicious
looking. And you could just stare
at it, but . Iw ould much rat her
drink it. The flavor is well balanced , and not bitter at all. It is a
very smooth beer , with a bit of a
nutty aftertaste. This beer keeps
gettin g better as you drink it, and
is intensel y hard to put. down.
One of the finest Red Ales
avaiiable. Q
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Katahdin enters its senior year
that I enjoy their TRed Ale im^
mensel y, I must say thkt overall,
t he ot her brews fell a l
ittle short
of t heir sibling Red ;
KATAHDIN GOLDEN BEER:
This beer has a (surprise ) goldert ,
honey-esque color to it, accompanied by a somewhat deceivingly fruit y arpma. Alt hough the
aroma of this beer seems at first
qui te invitin g, the actual taste of
t he beer leaves a lot t o be desired . It's taste is entirel y too bitter and is trailed with a strong
metallic aftertiaste. The general
flavor is a little nutt y, very dr y,
a nd w ould possibl y be good if
the bitterness could be toned
down just a bit .But ov erall, I just
wouldn' t order another one of
these.
KATAHDIN PALE ALE: A
darker amber color , this beer has
a much thicker head , a nd looks
far better in a glass than does the
Golden. The aroma is once again
fruify /almost with a hint of piiheapp le and pear juice , althoug h I
couldn 't tell you wh y. The beer
has a full bod y, and a slightl y
fruity taste , far less bitter , than
the Golden and > t ha nkfully, the
metallic twinge is ab sent. The
aftertaste of this average tasting
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BY DENNIS
P'AlSrGELC
;
7 / ' \7/ Stalf#riter ^ :, , /;

other places very stock ; Overall
though, thebandhasproduceda

listenable CD that explores
bbrih arell^jmd;
eats new^r ^th
lynf
Though altern ative rock has caX y andmusically.
Also out this Week is "Some*
seen wmething of a resurgence
he/' the senior album
of { heatry guitar *osk wit h f a y M s ty
,
Metallica 'stourac oupleofyears for the nine year old college
ago and some of the current based band The Clarks. After
Prodigy, serious guitar pound * nine years together , Tlie Clarks
ing rock is very much the f o r t e have yet to significantly break
ofthe Oklahom aCity band, The through the college circuit , and
Nixons. Wi^their second and their curren t effort , While solid
self titl ed album, the band has and complete with a number of
goodlyrical moments, probabl y
will not aid in their quest for
mainstream recognition. While
''Someday Maybe" is a good album, it isnot by any means original,andthesoundproducedhere
is a lot like the sound produced
by a numb er of other contemporary college bands.
The sound on "Someday
May be" is not exactly hard, but
rather takes up an alterna-pop
flavor that simulates the "Oa sis"
The Nizons
and "Dandy Warhols " feel. At
times, the music strikes similar
v
eins a s "God Street Wine " as
firmly established a strong
sound -with hard-ed ge chords well. While none of this is bad oif
and a beat that maintains the difficult to listen to, there 's nothintense pace throug hout most of ing to encourage the selection of
the album. In places;, thoug h, "Someday May be " over any
The Nixons create a varied number of other albums in the
sound , with a number of college rock category.
The song "Courtney " serves
slower and more lyricall y
challeng ing song s that distin- as a good example of the general
guish the album from a gar- sound that the album produces .
den-va riet y heavy guitar rock Initiall y, there 's promise that
sound.
The , f i r s t song, "Baton
Rouge," is a loud and simple
track that deals with the lack of
understanding inher ent in romantic relat ionships. Both the
subject matt er andt he soundare
a little over-tried , with the guitar blaring Over a, forgett able
lyric sheet. The second track off
the album, "Miss USA/' is an
at tempt at social comment ary
that falls somewhat short and
resul ts instead in a song with a The Clarks
heavy amoun t of repetition and
ailght amount of content The maybe the band will engage in
third song, "InSpite of Herself /' something differen t and possiindicates somethingof a shift in bly inven tive, but these hopes
the sound of the record , and the are quickly dashed by more typiyrics and a popfocus of lyrics increases as the cal angst filled l
ish sound that encourages aloud
meaning behind them does.
This int ensification leads and of ten repeated chorus while
into "The Fall /' one of the ignoring most everything else.
Slower, more sentimental
album's most fluid and intriguing songs. The lyrical quali ty is moments in the album also sucnot without faults , such as the ceed only marginally to st rike
reliance on discussing "the real anysignificant emotion. "Rain",
world" and the music does fal- a heavily sentimen talized track ,
ter in its way of going over the contains lyrics that count only
top each time the chorus comes as sappy,wit h the refrain "Give
around, but overall the song is back t he ruin,giveback therain"
one of the best on the album. achieving very little in the ways
Only the concluding track , of strikin g lyrical moments. "Fa"Shine ," rivals it. "Shine" is the tal" doesbetter thah "Rain; " with
mqst interesting track overall , Scott Blasey's voice rebounding
with lead singer Zac Maloy pull- well against the back up work of
ing off ah intense and searching Kelsey Barber. These moments
sound that makes the lyrics rin g in the album still do not account
for its permeating mediocrity.
with feeling and honesty.
This second album marks "Someday Mayb e" is good, but
something of a turning point for it is not special , and probably
The Nixons. The sound here is won 't establish the band in any
¦¦
{
in places very unique , while in permanent way,Q ' '^ '' '• ' ' " ¦ • • '
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Chil d actin g adds pizazz to the French Ponette
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Any film that depends almost
entirely on the strength of child actor^ takes a risk. In French filmmaker Jacques Doillon's latest production, "Ponette," he does just this
as he portrays the difficult and emotionally wrenching experiences of
four year old Ponette, a child recently left motherless as the result
of a terrible car accident. Left to live
with her auntand cousins, "Ponette"
tracks the child's intense grieving
process from her hospital bed
through the end of her first year of
kindergarten in a boarding school.
"Ponette" is a careful and detailoriented film that stands on the excellent child acting and the highly
real script. There are slow moments
in the film, and some moments feel
more heavily examined than they
need to be. Overall, "Ponette" is a
sad story that communicates the
pain of death as well as the potential
fofr recovery.
We meet Ponette in the hospital,
sucking her thumb through a cast
on her arm. The film opens with the
knowledge that her mother will not
survivethe auto wreck,and that her
father and Ponette will be left alone
to fend for themselves. Ponette's
father, portrayed by Xavier
Beauvois;niakes his daughter promise him she will never die, and then

informs her daughter that her
mother will never come back. Almost immediately Ponette begins
to wonder if she can ever see her
mother again,and her questions are
only fueled when her guardian aunt
tells her the story of Jesus' resurrection in an effort to convince Ponette
that her mother still exists, even if
only in spirit.
This story though, instead of
calming Ponette, only adds to her
obsession with her mother's return.
Ponette begins to pray, fervently at
times, and searches out the religiously knowledgeable girl in her
kindergarten class,Ada (Leopoldine
Serre). Ada gives Ponette a regiment of trials which she must undergo before she can talk to God,
and despite Ponette's best efforts,
she is unable to talk to God in any
significant way. Ultimately, she decidestorunawayandfindhermother's
grave, intent on receiving her
mother and finally speaking to her
again. In this way, Ponette hopes
to bypass all the detours provid ed b y those around her, and
seek out her own solace through
directly contacting her mother.
Complicating matters throughout the film are the varied pieces of
advice given to Ponette from all
sides. Her father admonishes her
nottobelieveinthe "God nonsense,"
telling her "God is only for the dead,
he dpesn'thear theliying."Her,aunt
offers hopeful thoughts that point

to her mother's position in heaven,
while her same age cousins (played
by Matiaz Bureau and Delphine
Schiltz) instruct her on ways in
which she can see her mother again,
and reasons why she cannot, both
in turn. Especially wrenching is a
scene where a classmate of Ponette
becomes upset with her and yells
that only mean girls lose their mothers, that Ponette's mother's death
was all "her own fault."
The film'shandling of these complicated issues,including the role of
religion and family in the grieving

process, through the experiences
of a distraught four year old girl,
is mature, compelling/and tells a
sad story with a sense of genuine
empathy rather than pity. There
are other experiences, those of
childhood flirting, dealings with
divorce, and a recess bully, which
help break up the film and rescue it from its one minded script,
which can occasionally become
overbearing in its single focus.
The moments which surround
the main plot keep the story
\. ; .- • . ./. -::¦• " • " • . - ¦-¦:"¦_
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She 's so lovely, but he 's so loony
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

From the opening music of
Bj ork's "It'sOh So Quiet,"you know
that the John Cassevetes penned
"She So Lovely" is going to be everything but that. Instead it is a loud,
yet not preachy, disturbing, and
somewhat violent look at love, lunacyA ahd friendship, Definitel y not
a Sunday afternoon movie.
The film,directed by Cassevetes'
son,Nick, begins as Maureen (Robin
Wright Penn) is searching for her
husband, Eddie (Sean Penn), who
we find out has been missing for
three days. In her search fpr him,
she ends up in a situation we all
could have predicted after seeing
numerous ABC Afterschool Specials. Basically, she has drunk too
much,leaving us all with the happy
social message that it is okay to drink
While you''e. pregnant because,yes,
she's with child , and left herself in a
Situation where the m'arij ih this case
ijier neighbor; can1 overpower her^
tteat her up, and rape her (though
the struggle beforehand gives you
dome hope tha t perhaps . this, isn't
one of those specials).
j EventuaUy Eddiecomehome,only
tp see that his wife has been hurt (the
true occurences,of course,shcconqeals
iVpiri hjm iriprdqr );p prevent hi^n from
Killing the neighbor)/ ^nd at M- ^r
seems tq accept her exaisesi We are
presented with scenes which show a
genuine love between this unlikely
couple, and the chemistry , perhaps
becauseboth aqtors areliusbandand
wife in real life, is unbelievable. You
qan actuall y feel the tiig 'hi ' your
heart whcrethe love comes-fram.In

the end,though,love is not enough,
becauseEddiesnaps and almostkills
one of the orderlies who comes, by
order of Maureen to bring him to an
institution that can help him. This
whole sequence, starting where he
is drinking in his regular bar with
his friends, to the chase he gives the
cops is where the movie becomes
just plain weird.
Beforehand , you knew that
Eddie had a temper, but is he loony
(and this term is used lightl y)? It
never really comes across to this
point/ and what set him off is never
actually defined. Instead, the film
cuts to ten. years later where
Maureen, though previously head
over heals in love with Eddie, has
not in fact waited for him, but has
married Joey (John Travolta) and
had two other daughters with him,
besides the daughter (who, despite
having her mother smoke and drink
during the pregnancy turns out absolute ly fine) that Eddie fathered.
And ' Wouldn't you know it, once
her life seems to have come together,
andMaureenhasescaped theghetto,
Eddie is released causing a conflict
fpr her between love and family.
; This conflict is never resolved,
though . Sure, there's an ending, but
it is one that simply leaves the audience with questions that should have
been addressed, perhaps by a couple
of extra pages in the script. Though,
while the mpyie lasts you sit back in
your sea t and enjoy it, wondering
how it Will be resolved , you're still
sitting in that same position nt the
end saying . to .yourself , "ana1?'' Because nothing in this movie is
cleared up other than the fact that ,
yes^ lvlHiireehand Eddie are iivlove.
•^ Perhaps, thoug h,- this' is what

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics

Victoire Thivisol as the title character in "Ponette "

"Ponette" is a well-made film
which requires something of its
viewers. The.film does slow in
places, with pacing and the disjointed use of music two of its
biggest problems. But these problems do nothing to diminish the
ability of Victoire Thivisol, who
portrays Ponette and won Best
Actress for her work at the 1996
Venice Film Festival. "Ponette"
is worth reading its subtitles, and
relates with compassion and realism the story of one girl' s
mourning process.^ -- -..^ ^;.
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Sean Pen n and Robin Wright Penn in "Sh e's So
Lov$ly"
¦
both Cassavetes, father and son, intended, Perhaps they want the audience to lea ve the theater thinking
that love is the most important part
of life; thatfamily, friend s,etc. come
second. This just doesn't seem to be
enough though, because the people
you end up feeling for are the kids
and not the couple, who actually
end up looking like n bunch of ju veniles fighting rather unnecessaril y;
making you , want to.give . the ,old
parental advice that they should
settle their differences -verball y.
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Ironica Jly,the onlypebpliewho sdem1
to think of tfiis%e|Bddie and
Maureen's daughter and Eddie's
almost gratuitous mpral best friend
Shorty (Harry Dean Stanton).
It's an interesting ltloyie, though ,;
that explores the psyche of love and
what'it does to a persbh; Which is'
- .wha t .'makes it worth watching.
Sometimes people will go beyond
thpir bounds for it , and sometimes1

peopie wW Jus^u hacK.^pt .under-,

. standing it and ,,perhaps/ no t vysnnl- ,
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BYME G BELANGER
Staff Writer

"The EnglishPatient" captivated
audiences all over America and it is
easy to see why in this romantic
adaptaion of Michael Ondaatje's
novel of the same name. The film
starsRalphFiennesJuHetteBinoche,
Willem Dafoe, and Kristin Scott
Thomas,each of whom has made a
name for themselves through past
ventures.
Fiennes starred in "Quiz Show"
and '^Schindler's List_ " Binoche
starred in "Red and Damage."Dafoe
can be seen m 'front and Viv" and
"Clear and Present Danger." Thomas had her big American breakthrough with "Four VVeddingsand
A Funeral''
This film won nine Academy
Awards,including BestPicture,Best
Director, and Best Supporting Actress (for Binoche). After all sorts of
hypelike thatsurroundingthisf ilm,
you can often find yourself disappointed when you finally see it,you
don't have to worry about that happening with "The English Patient."
You are easily swept up by the romance and intrigue of the film, not
to mention the setting.
This film tells two stories: one of
a man; the English patient, so badly
burntheis unrecognizable,the other
of a man who falls in love with a
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For those Whomissed out on titoa f irstshow,there will be a second
, performanceon October 4 at 8 pin;Tickets are still available, so call
the Theater at Mohmotithbox office at207-933-9999U3
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"Everything in Music"

A (ruHars, Keyboards, Brass Instruments. Sheet
Efc Music, Televisions, StereoSystems...
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99 Main Street, Waterville
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*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH ***
CLASSTRAVELneeds students to promote
Spring Break 1998!Sell 15trips & travel free !
Highly motivated students can earn a free
trip & over $10,0001 Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlah,Jamaica or Florida!North
America's largest student tour operator!
Call Now! 1-800-838-6411
#1CAMPUS FUNDRAISER Raise all the
money your group needs by sponsoring
a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time heeded.
There's no obligation, so why not call for
information today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x
95. ' .

ring Break '98 - Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Reduced fat frozen yogurt, low fat ice cream, no sugar | Sp
Go Free!!! Student Travel Services is now
added ice cream and fat free hot fudge all available! I
hiring campus reps/group organizers.
;7
Upper Main Street. Waterville • 872-4598
Lowest rates to Jamaica,Mexico & Florida.
J
Call 1-800-648-4849.
Coupon available on Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays only, Expires 10/2/97. i
Redeemable nt Waterville, ME location only,
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Scott Thomas, she is an intelligent,
caring; married woman who becomes irresistable to Almashay.
They begin a passionate, clandestine love affair thatbothbringsthem
togetherarid tears them apart. It is a
relationship that will makeeven the
cynics sigh.
One of the greatest strengths of
this movie is the setting. The cinematography so highlights the
beauty arid intrigue of the desert
that you can't help but gasp at the
vast expanse of sand. If s also important to note that although the
movie is largely a drama, there is
definiely some comic relief , most
often supplied by the English patient himself, which serves as a
grounding force in the film.
One of the disppointments of
the movie is the diminished role of
Kip in comparison with his role in
the book. The book delved a lot
farther into his background and relationship with other characters than
the movie and it's a shame because
he is a fascinating character. Of
course, if you hadn't read the book,
you wouldn't know the difference .
Sometimes the movie got a little
caught up in itself and was a little
confusing because it didn't seem to
necessarily be moving in chronological order, but it was pretty easy
to set yourself straight agam.
If you have the 2 hours and 45
minutes tospare; this movie is definitely worth seeing, if riot for your
own pleasure, then rriaybe for the
curiosity to see what all the hype
was about. It may not be for everybody, sometimes sporting the label
"chick flic," but there are plenty of
men who gave it a try and there'sno
reason why you shouldn't. "The
English Patient" is coming out on
videoon October 16,so rent it if you
have a chance.Q
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English Patient brin gsOscar to video
married woman. The two stories
take place years? apart , but juxtapose each other throughoutthefihh,
leadingtheaudienceto obviousconclusions. Fienhes has the difficult
job of playing both the English Patient and Almashay.The two stories
unfold together, telling one amazing story of love and dedication.
The movie opens with a desert
scene and a planecrashing but then
jumps to Italy, where we meet
Hannah, Binoche's compassionate
nurse. This is also where we first lay
eyes on the English patient, badly
burned and wrapped in bandages.
Hannah decides she wants to take
care of him because he can not be
moved anymore and she takes him
to a monastery virtually destroyed
in the war. The two form an incredible bond and friendship. Hannah
reads to the patient from his scrapbook and he tells her stories from
his past. Then Kip enters the picture.
He has the dangerousjob of deactivating bombs during the war and he sets
up camp oh theland of themonastery.
,whoisathief,
WethenmeetC!!arvaggio
played by Dafoe, and claims to know
the real identityof theEnglish patient.
The second story focuses on the
character of Almashay, a man who
does research iri the desert in order
to make maps. He appears to bea
die-hard bachelor,caring only aboiit
his work and the desert. Then
Katherine enters his life. Played by
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REAPPEARANCES Clothing, Apparel,
Accessories, Vintage, Et Cetera on
Consignment & Resale. Downtown
Hallowell, 110 WaterStreet. Phone: (207)
621-0287 Hours: Tues-Sat 10 a.m.- 5:30
.*
p.m. Thursday 10 a.m.-7p.m.
AGENTS • NO EXPERIENCE
Company Expanding - $12-18 hr. + Bonuses. Send SASE for Details to:
International
1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste. 427
Brooklyn, NY 11230
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000 Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-9320528 ext 65. Qualified callers receive FREE
T-SHIRT.
**SPRING BREAK '98**
Free food and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from just $399. Organize a small group and travel FREE! Highest commissions and lowest prices guaranteed. Call Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800) 574-7577
www.surfandsuntours.com
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Billy Crystal , Charlie , Hofheimer , and Robin Williams prepare for takeoff in "Father 's Day."

Father 's Day can wait
for another day
4 BY DAN MACCARONE

A&E Editor

It was bound to happen. It was
something everyone wanted to happen. It was something that should
have happened: Robin Williams and
Billy Crystal starring together in a
movie. We tasted it with Kenneth
Brahaugh'sHamlet ,but now thereal
thing has come to home video after
its spring release in the theaters.
That's right, Father 's Day, directed
by Ivan Reitman, the master of cinema who brought you Ghostbusters
and Dave,is coming to a video store
near you.
Though Crystal and 'Williams
offer a tremendous amount to this
picture, the plot is contrived and
predictable, making the film as extfting to watch as a new episode oi
Charles in Charge. That's not to say
that there aren't any humorous
moments. Both Crystal and Williams each have scenes where their
personality shines through and you
want to laugh,but these are few and
far between and usually occur just
as you have to pause the VCR to go
pee or get a snack.
« The gist of the plot is this: seventeen years before the movie takes
place, Williams' Dale Putley and
Crystal's Jack Lawrence had dated
a woman named Colette (Natassia
Kinski). Colette tells them both that
ttiey could be the father of her child
who has recently run away with his
girlfriend to follow the band Sugar
Ray. She explains that she needs
them to help her find them, which
sets both characters off on a chase
that leads them through what seem
to be excuses for comedic bits. As
niey search for their son, Scott
(Charlie Hofheimer), we see Billy
Crystal head-butting a bunch of
people and Robin Williams weeping a lot (thou gh he does crowd surf
very well).
Oddly enough, there are two
subplots which will keep your eyes
gliied to the screen. Well, perhaps
"glued" is a1 rather strong word.
Thfey Will at least distract you so
you're not bored. While Williams
rfhd Crystal search San Francisco
and Reno for Scott, his real father
begins Ms' sdarch for 'the boy and
¦
¦;
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winds up with a flat tire somewhere
between Los Angeles and San Fran,
where he ends up stranded and
forced to fraternize with the locals.
Concurrently, Crystal's wife, Carrie (Julia Louis-Dreyfus), is searching for Crystal, because hebasically
stopped communicating with her
once he reached San Francisco.
Meanwhile, she keeps narrowly
missing her husband in locations
such as the airport,and instead runs
into Williams,who decides to hit on
her. It's really not as confusing as it
all sounds. A little dull,but not confusing.
If you make it through the first
half of the movie, you will be rewarded with, well, more chuckles
than you've had so far. It does get
funnier, but in a dark (very dark)
comedic manner because the big
laughs that the film goes for deal
either in violence or tastelessness.
Bits such as Collete's husband,while
also searching for Scott, wind up
being pushed down a hill while in a
port-o-potty and a scene where Williams and Hofheimer are discovered in a shower together by a hotel
valet just scream that the movie is
stretching for laughs.
But part of the reason that the
movie seems so poor is that there is
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a certain expectation that comes
from the mere idea of Williams and
Crystal starring together in a film.
These two comedic geniuses who
have cracked up audiences in Mrs.
Doubtfire and City Slickers respectively should be great together, but
perhaps too much of a good thing
does go sour or perhaps the reason
the movie lacks the punch that
makes you snarf your Coke is that
both actors look tired and old in the
movie. They never seem to permanently get off the runway, though a
few times they do make it off the
ground for several gratifying moments.
As unexciting as Father 's Day is,
it is worth renting for one scene
where Mel Gibson makes a cameo
as a body piercer. Just to see him
with piercings all over his face is
worth the price of a rental. Well that
and the chance to see Robin Williams in some of the most God-awful
clothes you can imagine (kudos to
costume designer Rita Ryack). So,if
you have time on a Sunday afternoon and if the video store is all out
of its copies of Nell, Father 's Day is
worth the rent...or, maybe it will
come on cable soon. It is being released by Warner Brothers Home
Video later this month.Q
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Staff Writer

AUright,Isumvedmynretweekend of sports here at Colby College.
Basically, all the students here arq
die-hardfans. Istillhavebruises frbm
the elboW to elbow crowd at the football game. It was so loud,I thought I
was, going to go deaf. In fact, the
concession stand might have even
sold four, possibly five cokes and a
bratwurst.
OK fine,I am being a bit sarcastic,
but perhaps thaf s because the only
place at the game that had a good
number Of people, was the playing
field. I know that myself and some of
my friends were cheering and jeering
as loud as we could|biit we had little
or no help from the rest of the campus. Perhaps I am jumpingto conclusions,, or; perhaps' a lew of you attendedthe state fair,but I come frOm
a city frill of love for it's sports teams.
I don't remember a wdekend in high
school where there wasn't a sporting
event going on. Kids would flock to
games clad in Orange and Blue gear

(ETHS colors) and with waterbpttles
that weren'tfilledwith WateKlfitwas
a night game"or cold weaflier/ the
chanting only grew louder and the
hot chocolate tasted more minty.
Now that you know a little about
my sports backround, I am going to
try and comeup withafewnewideas
about how we, as a whole, can get
more involved in our sports teams.
Firstof all,your friend on the football
team isnot going to carryyourkegup
the stairs Saturday night if you didn't
watch him lay a bonecrushing hit
Saturday afternoon. Second of all,
what about when it comes time for
your sport,and I am sorry to those of
you who don't play sports, but the
majority of us do. Are you expecting
the football team to comewatch your
tennis matchwhen you chose a game
of beer die oyer their Williams game?
I don't think $o. But enough jokes and
snide comments. It basically bdils
down to this: Colby athletes are
blessed; God has put some type of
divine athletic spirit in each of us.
When we gather as a team, our
strength is like a little saint as we
shine and watch over all. I think go-
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ing to a Colby game is hke.gomgtfo
church- 1meknIwe get on our feet,
stoinp^dTcljEiihp^
some of us pray our asses off when
we are down a goal. So, for those of
you whohold Jesus,Buddha,or anyone divine in your heart, you can
sleep in on Sundayand not feel guilty
about missing services. By the way,
pleasedori'tbeoffendediflneglected
to note your religion, I am only a
freshmen and I haven't filled my diversity requirement.
So my friends, I challenge you to
be the best fans you can be. I understand the complications that are involved with being a fan. It is hard
work, but it pays dividends in the
end. Remember how good it feels
whenthepuck touchesthebackof the
net, or the pigskin splits theuprights,
it just feels great. Oh,and by the way,
how many of you guys got out and
stroked your shafts on the golf course
last week. I told you golf was a great
game.Sothere is proof thatmyadvice
issound. Getout,cheerloudly ,heckle
the . other team, and be part of the
great tradition we call Mule
Athletics.Q

The hair iest Colb y fan
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Jane Stevens '01

Stevens, a goalkeeper for the Women's Field Hockey team was in
the net for the first time ever Saturday vs. Tufts. Stevens was absolutely
unbeatable in the cage, stopping 26 shots on goal, including 6 penalty
shots. She did not allow a single goal as Colby beat the Jumbos 1-0 in
triple overtime. She was named NESCAP player of the week.
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Senior Erika Ayers and her spirited dog after a welldeserved f leldj tockeyvwtory.

'Welcome Back Colby Stude nts"

* night with Paul
Jam

Tuesday Night

Thursday Night

College Night!!! Come
Joseph & the House Band Party with DJ E. Rock.
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Jessie Anderson '98

the SPOTTED DOG TAVERN
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Setting the tempo Mr the Football team's offense , Gage had an
amazing game rushing fof,158 yards against Williams last Saturday. '
Included in that total was a S3 yard scramble for a touchdown to give
Colby its only score, as the'Mules fell to the Ephs 26-6.
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As the^p$%/tindefeated player
Women's Tenhis team,
Ander^C)|a#;been absolutely dominating: In her win|Ji|hinst
Midd}0$%§fW$a kon,Tufts,and MIT,Andersonhas dropped only 17
game^taj $Mzingfeat. Anderson beganthe season playing#2 singles
and has since moved to #1 and. just keeps winning.
,

Jessica Knoll '00

Knoll provided the offensive spark for Women's Soccer on Saturday, as she assisted the first goal for the women and scored their ^
second, and final goal in overtime to secure the teamfj ^win over Tufts

2-1.
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Jackie Bates «98 s
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Bateswa^R^medto theAll-TourRamentiftii^uririgtheWomen's •<*
Volleyball tournament at Bates College, She racked up a four game
total of 48 kills and 46 digs to lead the Mule team.

W.SOCCER, continued frompage 20
fleeting the ball off a Tufts defender.
Of tlje game-clinching goal, cocaptain Jenna DeSimone '98 said,
"I think it was a goal waiting to
happen. We just kept the pressure
on them. I don't think a single
Colby player out there believed
we weren 't going to win."
Colby not only came away w ith
the win, but they dominated Tufts
throughout the game as well. Determ ined t o score , Colby's of fense
accumulated 19 shots on goal, in
comparison with 10 shots made
by the Tufts players. Heather Garni
'99 also played outstanding defense in goa l, posting 8 saves in

the effort.
About the outcome, Heath said,
"We were so excited. It was prob^
ably the best game at Colby I've
ever played in. The weather was
awful but it didn't matter. We were
all just really intense."
The intensity of Saturdays game
will carry into the soccer team's coming games.They are scheduled to play
at Connecticut College this Saturday
and then trave l to P lymouth State on
Tuesday. The next home game for the
Mules is October 8th vs. Bowdoin.
Mark that date on your calendars b&
causeas theColby women are starting
topick up speed,October 8th looks to
be a rough day for the Polar Bears.Q

Advice$Q$f ir§t-y ear cM^

before gamerday opportunities .are
presented/- ¦ 7> .. '
. -y "'''/77.' This is where it gets a little "bit
tricky. You see,between wanting to
show how good he or she is, a firstyear athlete is also locked in a process
of finding some degree of acceptance.
Balancing these two forces is an
unarguably arduous task.
Sohereareafewpointersthatmay
help you spryest of Mules along your
wayto a quickerand lesstroublesome
immersioninto intercollegiate athletics:
1) Do your best to relax. Don't
over-thinkthings.
2)Watch,listen
andlearnfromupperdassmen.Firstyear hazing is as
passe as the. blue
light theory. Most
if not all uppeirclassmen will1 go
out of their way to
make you ' feel
more comfortable.
Don't feel you
might be i ne;>
glected.
3) Go HOO per
cent. Even if you're having a ;hard
time pickingthings up initially,;you'll
still make gains if you don't let the
natural progression of riftsyou'll face
slow you down along the way. Plus
you'll gainyou're teammates' respect
by your hardWork alone, -i * F'7 .
4) Rise to the challenge. Chances
are, before you came to Colby; you
nevercompetedregularlywithpeople
that were equally as good or better
than you. Strive to improve against
;s 7 ; these people every day.
;
7 5) Talk -with other Mule froshl
You're aUgoifigthrough thistogether.
Find out what everybody else's anxieties are. Thisis probably the quickest
way you'll make friends, too.j .
6) Have faith in yourself. You did
what it took tp get here, just like everyone else. Never doubt your abilities.
7) Don't forget you are supposed
to be having fun. It's easy to get discouraged at times, but the key is to
remember that you should alwaysbe
enjoy ing yourself on some level. I
JovoW ifs been said, but sbjirtetimes
we all need to be remihdedijwhat we
<| : )
play is just agairieD

BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

Can a' nyth ing
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

With the Major League Baseball regular season finally on the
verge of completion, the owners
havebeen scramblingto pass some
form of league realignment that
Would help America'sfavorite pastime win back some fan support.
With stadium attendance still suffering fromtheplayer'sstrike,baseball is on life support and the owners are desperately searching for a
way to save it.
However, the owners fail to realize the mentality of the common
fan. They don't understand that
realigning the structure of the
leagues will not bring in more fans.
They talk about leagues based on
geographical settings, but they
don'trealizethatnobody cares that
the Pittsburgh Pirates are in the
ML Central and the Philadelphia
Phillies are in the NL East. They
wouldn't shell out money to see
the Padres host the Athletics, even
if they could play each other because both teams stink, and it
doesn't matter how much hype the
management puts behind a game
because people won't watch it if
they are not interested. Overall,
people are not interested in baseball withorWithoutrealignmentfor
a few simple reasons:
The games are too long and
boring. It has been a long time
since I have actually sat down and
watched an entire baseball game.
That is not to say I am not a baseball fan. IwatchSports Center faithfully and follow my favorite teams,

but it would be impossible for me to
bring myself to watch three or more
hours of baseball at a stretch. It is
just too hard to stay interested in
such a repetitive game in which the
players spend more time standing
around than doing anything worth
watching.
The players make more money
standing around in those three hours
than most people will make all year
long. This fact becomes hard to ignore when you hear about poor,
oppressed players leaving their
teams for the promise of more lucrative contract elsewhere. Have
you ever noticed, however, that it's
always "not about money?" Whatever.
The lure of going to a big league
game is gone, as it costs about as
much money as a fancy dinner for
two, and a movie. A simple calculation proves' this fact easily. Ticket
prices are about $20 a piece if you
want to be able to see anything at all,
almost $30 if you want to be right up
front. Assume a $23 ticket, and a $7
parking fee. We have immediately
assessed a $30 bill before entering
the stadium. If you're nice, you tip
the ushers who bring you to your
seat and wipe it off for you (probably not) but we'll give him a dollar
here. And so you sit. And sit. And
sit. Until eventually you are thirsty,
so you lose $4 on a soda, and if
you're hungry/ another $5 on a hot
dog. (By th e way, that myth about
the hot dogs tasting best at the ball
park is right up there with the Tooth
Fairy story. For five dollars, that
hot dog had better taste absolutely divine). If that is ALL you
purc h ase a t t h e game , then

you've gotten out basically un-

scathed. A $40 afternoon might
not be badfor some people. However, the tradition of baseball is
carried on in the form of fathers
takingtheir sonstothehometown
team and spoiling him with food ,
a pennant, and some other sort of
memorabilia. All tolled,the bill is
easily over $110, for an afternoon
of fun. The bottom line is ifs just
not worth it
People just don't care about
baseball. This is becoming completely clear this season. With at
least five pitchers throwing Cy
Young quality pitches this year,
you'd think interest would be up.
Ifs not. With two or three players
battling for Maris' home run
record, more people should pay
attention,right? Wrong. With two
big names struggling to hit the
elusive .400 mark/ somebody
would be sure to take notice. They
haven't.With the triple crown race
in full effect, everybod y has been*
tuning in, correct? Not exactly.
This season should havebeen one
of themost exciting in a long time,
but it just isn't so, which should
tell the owners that people don't
care.
At this point in time, I don't
know what can save baseball,
but I'm sure it isn't realignment.
Baseball needs to get back to
what madeit popular in the first
place. It was fun, inexpensive,
and exciting. I can't put my finger on what has changed, but
f o r one r ea son or a n ot her ,
Amer ica's pastime is exactly the
opposite: it is dull, expensive,
and boring.Q
.
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If you are an athlete hereofColby,
whether youare a senior,a first-year,
or somewhere in between, I'm sure
you can recall quite clearly that nervous anticipation you felt When you
madethe transition fromhigh school
to college athletics.For a select group
of incoming first-years, the switch to
"the next level" is much like a quick,
easy fit into a new pair of shoes. However, for others (and I dare say the
majority), leaving behind the comfy support that perhaps
comes from being a
local high school
standout to blending
into a cast of equals
cart be a treacherous
ascension.
Proving
your
worth as a first-yearis
a natural instinct.
Thereis,ofcourse> that
prevalent sense or
needofbelongingthat
weallfeltduringthose
firstfewtimes wetOokthecourt,field,
pool;etc. here at Colby.I remember as a first-year, within
the first week of pre-season practices,
I had thrown my arm out entirely by
tryingtodemonstratehowhardlcould
throw a football. For the next few
Weeks, the only proving I was doing
wasshowinghowlonglcouldtolerate
art ice pack wrapped around my elbow as I stood and Watched from the
sideline. In retrospect,if s not difficult
to lpok back and realizethatby trying
too hard to 'shbW ?thM. I belonged/ 1
actually hindered my ability to take
some positive first strides. My
overzealousnessperhapskeptmefrom
"finding my niche" immediately.
Along with this desire first-years
have to eagerly exhibit their capabilities,thereisthe equally important role
they wish to fulfi ll by conforming to a
newcultureof athletes.Beingaccepted
by his or her teammatesmeans just as
much to a first-year's self-confidence
level, and many first-years find that
one of the most immediate reassuring
feelings is in some way making a contribution to the team!In most cases,
this sense of fulf illment is found well
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allowed to do anything. We heckle
the players so badly, and we loveto
StaffWriter
.j
I ;:
piss guys off." . If there needs to be any incentive
At. first glance, the soccer team to win this game, the team need
looks like some pimped put play- look no further than last yearn s iners. What's even better is that they augural meeting of the two teams.
not only look pimp, but they play Last year's game marked the first
well too. There is enough power in time the teams had met, and the
theui royal blue Diadoras to send Mules walked away on the short
shivers through the-NESCAC diyi^ lejnicLpf a 2-1 game.
siprt; which is what they're lopkin£7 - ¦< /We played hard last year, but
to do as they face a tough^ohnecti- % w0 can play better and with praccut College team on|he7r6ad this7! tice7 We are capable of playing a
¦' • ¦ •¦ ,. v ' .7 :jy, y great game/' Sjaid Noblet.
Saturday.
y±
In (Connecticut|eolle^>7tnfe j;
Evan Reece ; '01 is also excited
Mules, will face a tpugh. squad thai.7 about playing this Weekend. "The
features both speed'and incredible team is really working hard both in
ball handling. The team : has been] practice and iri their spare time. We
practicing all week and after a suc-7; are ready to godown to New Loncessful trip to Connecticut two7 don and I know that this team is
weeks ago against Norwich, thb- capablebfcompetingwithanyone."
team is hoping to return victorious > 7 Withaweektolicktheirwounds,
again.
: the Mules also have a chance for
Captain Greg Noblet '98 spoke their injured players to have some
for ; the team about their attitude ice time for. their quads and shins.
heading in to the weekend. "We TheMules lost to a tough Tufts team
had a tough loss last Sunday,but we on:a rain soaked and dark battle
should be prepared for the next field last Saturday. Despite excelgame this weekend. We have no lent playing by the defense, the
other games this weekend so we Mules bowed to the Jumbos 2-0.
will be focusing on this one.''
"This team is ready. I think that
Colby players, aside from play- the players on thisteam want to win
ing a tough Conn team, will be en- this one badly," said Reece.
tering one of the most hostile enviThe team has the right attitude
ronments in the conference. The fans heading in to the weekend, and a
at Connecticut are not nice, they are victory . would mean a lot in the
similar to the cops who wait outside NESCAC standings. The team is
Joka's for all of us 21;year olds who confident,plus they will have clean
wete born before 1976. William jerseys. Basically this team is like a
Howell, a Conn student confided Toyota, who could ask for anything
that "fans here are crazy, we are more?q
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Wet conditions make some opponents more slippery than others.

Footb all dro ps opener
to Williams 26-6
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

In 1959, Ben Hur won an AcademyAward,DwightEisenhowerwas
in office,Chevy came out with theEl
Camino/and Colby footballbeatWilliams. Since then, Ben Hur has been
replayed countless times, there have
been eight more U.S. Presidents,
Chevy has released many more cars,
and Colby has yet to defeat Williams.
It has been a long time since 1959,and
this year's Mules wereout to end the
streak.
It wasahard fought battle,and for
much of the gameitlookedas though
it was going to come down to the
closing seconds to determine a winner. In the end,though,the Ephs capitalized on some questionable calls by
the officials,and someColby bad luck
to put the game out of reach, 26-6.
The first half of the game was
completely defense oriented. Colby's
newhighpowereddefenseshutdown
the Ephs time after time. However,
the offense could not seem to break
free of Williams' "BigD" either,as the
two teams exchanged punts regularly throughout the first quarter.
Tobegirithesecondquarter,however, Colby powered the ball up the
field,behind key runs from Don Gage
'99.Colby'sstiongoffensivelinegave
Gage the holes needed to make big
plays and he didn't miss a beat, turning losses into gains and dragging
defenders with him for extra yards.
ThedrivecuhninatedasGageblasted
through the right side of the line and
into the secondary. It was open field
running from there on in, as he maneuvered his way into the endzone
for 33 yards and 6 points.
It lpoked promising for Colby,

evenafter theymissed theextrapoint.
With the ball, and plenty of time on
the clock, Williams opened the play
book looking for a way to breakthe
Colby defense. And they found one.
On a halfback option the Ephsfooled
the Colby secondary, and wideout
Mike PaolerciO passed the ball 38
yards to set up a 6 yard touchdown
run to tie the game. That washow the
half came to a close, and Colby had
plenty of reasonstobelievetheycould

«——

We made some
mistakes that they
capitalized on.
-Tom Austin m

__________________¦_____¦_______________________¦_w
__¦ w

that would be the Mule's demise.
Rather,it wasbad luck.Questionable

callsf r o m
theofficials that could have

turned the tide for Colby consistently
went the other way and as the game
wore on, the Mules had some difficultyholdingontotheball. Amounts
ing 3turnovers on the day,Colby just
gave Williams too many opportunities to put the gameaway.
"It wasn't [the officiating] that did
it. We made some mistakes that they
capitalized on,"saidHeadCoachTom
Austin.
But the losing outing was not a
tota| disappointment. The team has
learned thattherunninggameisalive
and well,even after last year's graduation losses. Gage finished the gamy
withl58yards,averagingover6yards
per carry and Thomas Keblin '00
added 43 more. The defensive front
was successful, consistently getting
in the backfield and causing problems for the Williams quarterback,
and the linebackers looked tremendous against the run.
The question marks for the future
will be the defensive backfield, whj^
allowed 188yards in the air on Saturday, and the passing game, which
should step it up next week under
better playing conditions.
"Weplayed themmuchbetterthis
year," said Austin, referring to la_&
year's loss in Williamstown. "We defended against the run very well,and
Ithinkweplayedmuchstrongeroverall."
,
The next game on the slate for the
Mules is this Saturday, as the team
travels , : to Vermont to play
Middlebury. The Panthers are RreiP
up, coming off of a 43-0 shellacking of
Bowdoin, Anyone who can not go to,
the game can listen on WMHB, 90,5

pull it out in the end.
ThenmerainspickedupJtquickly
becameobviousthat both teamswere
going to need to adapt their passing
games undieif the new conditions.
Even with key blocking from the offensive line, Colby quarterback Nate
Bradley '99 had trouble connecting
with receivers in the second half. The
long, slippery grassonSeavernsField
made it hardvior receivers to make
strong cuts towards the ball, and the
rain made the pigskin hard to catch.
Even so, Bradley finished his. first
game as the Mule's starting quarterbackrelatively successfully,completing 48 per cent of his passes for 124
total yards. Tlie wet conditions contributed to the low passjp g percentage, but his ' average ' of 11yards per
completion shows promise for the
development of the Colby passing
game; .
But it was not the rain or the grass HMD
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Effl Offsidestakes a look at tbe fate of
k9 baseball , PagelB.
B^lMen's soccer to battle Connecticut
HI College. Page J 9.
BjH 'Men 's football still winless vs
BfSM Williams . Page 19.

Women's tennis bounces back against MIT
BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

After succumbing to Tufts in a lopsided 3-6 defeat on Saturday, the Colby
Women's Tennis Team needed to bounce
back in resounding fashion in order to
compete with a proven MIT squad on Sunday.
What they got was a remarkable team
effort by playing efficient and consistent
tennis individually, as Colby came away
with a convincing 6-3 victory. Colby lost to
MIT a year ago, 9-0.
The Mules got great performances from
a blend of veterans and untested newcomers. Four-year standout Jesse Anderson '98
played brilliantly at the #1 position, methodically defeating a respectable opponent in MIT's Michelle Youn, 6-1, 7-6.
"Jesse is just a gifted player," said Colby
coach Erica Silbersher. "She never slumps.
She's got nerves of steel. She really has a
gorgeous all-around game."
Colby was also bolstered by first-year
and #3 player Lisa Mark's 6-4,6-4 straight-

set win, and #4 Sarah Sweeney's '00 6-4,62 victory.
With #2 Kim Cheah '99 dropping her
match 6-0,6-2,the Mules turned to #6 Amy
Sokotch '00. After splitting the first two
sets, Sokotch came out in the third with
confidence to pull out a 1-6, 6-1, 6-3 hardearned victory. Sokotch' s fine work
clinched an overall win for Colby.
"Amy stepped up and earned her place
at the #6 position," said Silbersher. "She
said to me before the third set "I'm bringing it home, coach," and she did it."
"It was great victory for us," said Anderson. "Everyone put their heart into their
match."
Anderson and Cheah prevailed in their
doubles match 8-6, as did the combination
of Sweeney and Sokotch in a come-frombehind 8-6 win.
"We were completely mentally tuned.
As a group, we're really beginning to grow.
Echo photo by Montine Bowen
Jenny O'Donnell '00 and Martie Stewart . The women's tennis team travels to Amherst f o ra weekend match.
'99 (#7 and #8, respectively) are developing well, so overall I think we really are end for their next test.
/"We'll have our7 hands -full," said
maturing," said Silbersher.
"Amherst will be difficult, so we neec\ Silbersher. "But I'm confident after this
Colby will travel to Amherst this week- to work very hard," said Anderson.
win/' Q

Eyes on tne Prize

Colby women's soccer
downs Tuft s in overtime

and played really well," said Heath.
Coming out strong was essenContributing Writer
tial in this particular match-up,
considering Tufts was ranked at
Last Saturday, the Women'sSoc- the top of the region entering
cer team played a very crucial Saturday's game. In addition,
game, one which would impact
their season greatly. One which
would prove their resilience and
strength as a team. One which was
slated against the 1996 ECAC
champions on a cold and rainy
afternoon. And one which was
played into sudden-death over- Colby had dropped a tough game
time and would find Colby victo- to Clark on Thursday, posting a
rious in the end.
final score of 2-1. To demonstrate
According to co-captain Sally their ability to focus on the future,
Heath '98, the Colby women were the women needed to rebound
ready from the moment they quickly from that loss.
stepped on the field, "We came out
They did just that. Playing even

with Tufts for much of the first
period, Colby scored first with
14:22 remaining in the half when
Katie Rowen '01 connected with
an assist from Jesse Knoll '00 to
give Colby a 1-0 lead at half-time.
Despite solid defense by the Mules,
Tufts came back in the middle of
the second hajlf and tied the score
at M. Both teams fought for the
regulation Win, but the game
would be decided in overtime.
In sudden death overtime periods, the first team to score! wins.
On Saturday, Colby was that team.
With about . five ,m inutes remaining in the first overtime period,
the game was decided when Knoll
took a corner kick and scored, deSee W.SOCCER on page 17

have never beaten Tufts.
Instead of becoming discouraged
after a scoreless first half/ the players
looked upatthe scoreboardand "realized they could win,"Godomsky said ,
The women's play got better and
better as tlie game wore on,culminatinginthreeextraordinarilywell-played
overtimes. Jaime Cassidy '00 and
RobynneDeCaprio'00scored to wihit
for the White Mules.
"Thegamewasphenomenal,awesome," said co-captain Erika Ayers
'98, "It was a hugegameand an incredibly important win."
Tlie game was a "team eff ort and
everyone contributed to the win,"
Godomsky said,but the most notably
spectacular play came ml o( the
backfield.Co-captain KatieTaylor '98
and goatyeepe? Jane Steven? '01, aij chored the team's amazing defensive

effort.
Ayers marveled, "Our goalie
stopped an incredible number of
shots,"whileco-captainBetsyMietcalfe
'98 commented that Saturday's game
was "the most incredible game I've
ever seen a goalie play; incredible
stamina as a freshman . She really
stepped it up."
tlie women's fielilhOckey definitely "stepped it up" on Saturday
and> as Metcalfe said,/'the team demonstratjed incredible heart/ each and
every player pulled together to win
the game. No one gaye up."
7 Ayers added, "It Came down to
who wanted it more. In the end we
were expecting to win/' ¦
7Tlie t^m
wins if the determination and resolve
displayed on Saturday are. signs of
7
what's to come. O
r

BY JESSIE DAVIS

Field hockey beats Tufts
BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Contributing Writer
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Farrell Burns '98 and the Women 's Cross Country team,

f r esh off of last week 'a tournament at UMass Dartmouth ,
look towards this Satu rday's race in Middlebury. The
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Tliewind was strong and the rain
intermittently came down, but the intensity was high at the women's field
hockey gameagainst theTuftsJumbos
last Saturday. Determined to avengea
4-0 loss to the Jumbos last year, the
womenneverletup,playingthrough
a scoreless game and two overtimes to
come out victorious In strokes, 2-0,
Comingoff a loss toPlymouthState
on the 16th, the women were "very
fired up to play a Saturday game,"
saidCoachHeidiGodomsky, "Tuf ts is
a strong opponent and everyone was
excited to play,"
In addition to vengeance for tlie
loss last year, this victory was especially sweet for the seniors, as they

